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state of the art 
114 PRECTIW11- STATION 
This police station ~s the qrticle st~tes 
is a well studied building. The m~in con-
cept underlying the project is function~lism. 
For example the site is totally developed 
with a high degree of protection by use of ~ 
surrounding screen wall. Another functional 
example stated is the use of high durRbility 
materials choosen for their economy ~nd l~st­
ing good 8ppearance. 
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A WELL STUDIED DESIGN 
It is a police station 
which houses district as 
well as precinct level 
functions on a trapezin 
dal lot (site plan ri~ht). 
Placing the building on 
the street line gave a 
maximum area for police 
perking and for the tem-
porary storage of abAn-
doned vehicles. The 
building itself and the 
w~ll that surrounds the 
p~rking lot occupy two 
entire sites, thus pro-
viding both security Rnd 
screening for the parking 
8rea, :~nd maintl'lining the 
tr~ditional format of this 
residenti9l area's street 
sidewalk and building. 
The exterior walls are 
brick and concrete; the 
windows and the entrances 
are of anodized aluminum. 
All materials where chosen 
for their durability, their 
economy, and their promise 
of lasting good appearance. 
state of the art 
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state of the art 
SCHENECTADY POLICE HE.ADQUA R'i'ERS 
The design concept is expleined As A village 
cluster of interconnected forms. The ide~ th~t 
the people's ml3ny diverse interests And neGds 
should be reflected in the buildings design. 
The "village" representing the public v.rith 
"interconr..ect ion" via the pol ice department. 
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state of the art 
They allowed each of these elements p,...oper expression 
nnd then org8nized them nll in their most nPtu,...~l And 
immediAtely iden t if i8 ble wn y, so t h~ t, ~ ccording to 
Schmitt, the building "eme·pged as FJ village cluste,... 
of interconnected forms." 
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state of the art 
LOWER N.\NHATTAH' S POLICE HEADQUAEtTERS 
The most significant concept in the project 
is the plnnned unific9tion of the civic dis-
trict with the residential district. The de-
sign is considered to hnve symbolic~l link~ge 
to the residential neighborhood as well es to 
the edjacent courthouses. 
One casing point is that .the M~nhtlttQn's 
Police Headquarters' site has similar chRr-
acteristics to the proposed site in BArtles-
ville. The south of the site is bordered by 
residential us~ge, while to the north, eRst, 
end west by community facilities such as a 
Firehouse, Civic Center, And existing struc-
ture housing City Administration. 
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.\ FIRH, HEW EDGE FOR NEW YORK'S CHAOTIC CIVIC DISTRICT 
Lower Manhattqn's new Police Heed-
qunrters, with its beguiling ped-
estri2n plaza (glimpsed throuGh 
the arch below) was commissioned 
nearly a decade and a half ago. 
Todey,two majors, six police com-
missioners, nine public works com-
missioners lAter, the building is 
complete and occupied. 
Through all these administrative 
changes, with their inevitable but 
vexing delays, architects Gruzen & 
Partners were the only continuing 
presence. Their patience and deter-
mination resulted in not only a 
splendid building but, perhaps 
even more important, in a sound and 
coherent piece of civic planning 
in a portion of the city where this 
virtue has been absent too long.-
-Berclqy F. Gordon 
state of the art 
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state of the art 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA'S NE'VT POLICE S'rATION 
The most significant feAture of this police 
facility is the monumentalism in Architecture 
created at such An economical cost (40$/Sq.Ft.) 
Another pertain9nt feature is planning for 
future expansion. At present the building 
utilization is seventy percent of the gross 
area, thus a llm<~ing future expansion to occur 
readily. 
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state of the art 
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The building does handle business. Police 
functions are distributed over two floors, 
which are elevated above a subgrade parking 
area. The parking level also accommodates 
service functions such as mechanical equip-
ment rooms, and provides space for future 
expansion of the building. (The utilization 
of the current 208,000-square-foot building 
is approximqtely 70 per cent). The main 
floor is surprisingly straightforward in 
plan for a building with the apparently com-
plicated volumes that are seen from the ex-
terior. All spaces are organized around two 
interior conrts, which are respectively cen-
ters of public-related and internal functions. 
Accordingly, the main entrAnce le9ds to the· 
smaller court around which the public ser-
vices and records, and facilities are for 
public transactions--such as paying parking 
tickets. The sheriff's office and the offices 
of other police officers are located around 
the larger court, with such functions as 
detention. 
Architect Morgan was determined to create a 
building in which people's sense of location 
would be quick and easy, as they traveled from 
place to place. Accordingly, the two courts 
are connected by two-story-high gqllery. Here 
hang banners created by artist's Anne Emanuel, 
whose designs are derived from paintings by 
local school children transferred onto canvas. 
The building's exterior walls are poured-in-place 
concrete with a fluted, but hammered finish 
that is interrupted by smooth concrete bands At 
the floor levels 
state of the art 
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state of the art 
The police.station w~s completed last year for 
just over $40 per square foot, on a fRst-track 
schedule that required eight sep~rate construc-
tion contracts. 
The municipal parking spaces were combined with 
those for the new building, and the city retained 
ownernhip of the land. There is Rn RppropriRte 
urban image and a park in Fort LRuderdRle 1 s Fed-
eral courts building. (drAwing belm·d 
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l1ECKLENBURG COUN'rY COUR'J.lHOUSE 
In this pRrticular building the most signi-
ficant concept is CIRCULATiffil. The courthouse 
has a line~r scheme that incorporates dual-
corridor circulation. 
Circulation has defined the building's 
function. This is Rn interesting and practical 
concept due to the necessity for integrated 
circulation in the first place. Private circu-
lation should be segregated from the public 
circulation and this building Accomplishes this 
goal. 
25 
The courthouse uses 
a dual-corridor sy-
stem to separR.te 
public and private 
circulation; the pub-
lic corridors over-
look the plaza 
through the glass 
curtR in wa 11. 
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space allocations 
STAFFll~G NET AREA 
GROUP ELEMENT 1982 1995 REQUIRED sEcu-qiTY 
LOBBY GROUP Lobby 700 Medium Public Toilets 250 Medium Interview 80 11e d ium Train ing/Court/Hul t i-use 600 Medium 
Tr~ining stor~ge 150 Medium TrAining Office/P1~nner 0 1 175 Low Records & Reception 2 3+ 400 Medium Records Supplies 
8 75 Hedium CommunicQtions (2 pos.) 10 275 Hi~h \t/t~tch CommQnder- (Lts.) 3 3 150 Hedium C:r• ime Prev ./Community Re ls. 1/2 1 17.5' Low Court Clerks ( ~ ) ( 4) 400 Hedium Short-Term Detention ( 1 rm. ) 80 Medium 
INVESTIGATIONS GROUP Secret~ry/Reception 1 1 150 Low Lieutenant 1 1 150 Low Invest ig~ t.ors 5 5+ 525 Lmv Juvenile OperAtions 1/2 2 175 Low Juvenile 6onference (6 seAts) 150 Low 
PolygrAph Testing (2 rms.) 0 0 200 Medium 
Interview t2 rms.) 150 Medium 
ADHIN IS'rRAT ION GROUP Chief's Secret~ry/Reception 1 1 175 Lm-1 Chief 1 1 225 Low Patrol CR ptt~ in 1 1 175 Low Services Cf!l ptR in 1 1 175 Lmv Administrative Aide 0 1 150 LoH Conference (12 seats) 300 Low 
Libr9ry 150 Low 
EVIDENCE & PROPERTY GROUP Evidence & Property Stor~ge 
1/4 
500 High 
Evidence Technici~n 1/~ 150 High 
L~rge Prope~ty StorQge 200 High Evidence Drop 
1/h 1/4 
25 High Photo Lr-~b 200 High 
54 
GROUP ELEMENT 
PATROL GROUP Briefing (15 persons) 
Sergeants (2 desks) 
Lounge 
space allocations 
Lockers (80M & 20F) & Toilets 
Exercise 
Report Writing 
Armorrr 
Supplies 
PRISONER PROCESSING GROUP Sally Port 
Prisoner StPging 
Prisoner Processing 
Sobriety Testing 
Interrogntion (lrom.) 
DETENTION GROUP Detent ion 
DRyrooms 
Kitchen & PAntry 
ij"1siting 
P::~dded Cell 
DETENTION GROUP-ALTERNATE Detention (4 cells) 
Pndded Cell 
TOTAL S'rAFF 
TOTAL NET AREA 
Net-to-gross multiplier (single story) 
TOTAL GROSS AREA 
TOTAL NET AREA-ALTERNATE DETENTION GROUP 
Net-to-gross multiplier (single story) 
'rOTAL GROSS AREA 
lobby group 
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700 
HEIGHT: ATRIUM - 20'-0" to 30 1 -011 
FINISHES: 
• FLOOR: TILE (-~~LOW MAINTENANCE) 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: STUCCO/VINYL (TEXTURED) 
FUNCTION: PUBLIC ORIENTATION (i.e. AID 'rO 
PUBLIC IN CBIHINAL INVESTIGATIONS) 
E'NTRY 'fO POLICE STATION 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC ORIENTED FACIL-
ITIES. 
PUBLIC CONTROL (SECURITY) FROI•I 
CRIMDJALS. ADJACENCY REQUIRE-
MIDiTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM. 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: 
SYSTEMS: 
SECURITY OF UPHOST IHPORTANCE 
SEPARATION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND 
CRIMlliALS AND POLICE FORCE 
• PLUMBING: DRINKING FOUNTAlliS (NEAR PUBLIC 
RESTROOHS) 
· ELECTRICAL: HISCELLANEOUS TYPICAL REQUIREMENTS 
(i.e. DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
• LIGHTING: CON'rROLLED DOvnTLIGHTS/FLOURESCENT 
NATURAL LIGHTING DESIRABLE. 
· FURNITURE: 2 SOFAS/SIDE CHAIRS/END TABLES 
· EQUIPMENT: : Ct.OSED CIRCUIT 'rELEVISION 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
lobby 
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bubble diagram/user roles 
PUBLIC PARKING 
R ~ 
CHIEF'S TRAINING 
SECY. OFFICE/ 
~ECEPTION PLANNER 
'!If?. ~ ·~ ~ ~ 
PUBLIC ~ TOILETS f:il 
rl} 
~r* p I H 
~ 
~ 
'\ E-t ~ 
II t5 
~ 
0 
~ 
;Jk .J~ ~ iiJ 
INVEST I- IN- E-1 
GAT IONS TER- r SECY/RECf VIE\-'/:,._*A.~ ..& n 
RECORDS -~ ~ 
RECEPTION VISIT-
ING 
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250 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: MELAMlliE OR SIMILAR HARD FINISH 
FUNCTION: (~1- TO PREVENT DESTRUCTION) 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
DRlliKING FOUNTAlli /PHONE ADJACENCY 
OTHER ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: PROVISION FOR HANDICAPPED 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: AS REQUIRED (TOILETS, LAVATORIES, URlliALS) 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL ( 1. e. DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: VANITY (WQMEN' S) 
·EQUIPMENT: ELECTRIC HAND DRYERS 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 59 
bubble diagram/user roles 
PUBLIC RESTROOHS 
LOBBY 
so 
BO 
HEIGHT:. 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
· CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
8•-o" 
SPARTAN 
CONCRETE 
ACOUSTIC TILE 
CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
INTERVIEW 
ADJACENCY REQUIRENENTS AS DEFDfED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
clPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION MONITORING 
TELEPHONE JACKS 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
·ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (i.e. DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: SPARTAN ONE TABLE ( 2X6) 2 CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: CLOSED CIRCUI'l' TELEVISION 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
6'1 
bubble diagram/user roles 
lllTERROGATION/INTERVIEW 
LOBBY 
-~ ~ 
~ ,...... 
~ ~ 
WATCH 
COMMAN-
DER 
62 
600 
HEIGHT: 8• -O" 
FINISHES: 
· .FLOOR: TILE 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED WALL SURFACE 
FUNCTION: GENERALLY USED AS AN ALL PURPOSE ROOM 
PREDOMINATELY USED FOR MEETINGS AND 
ASSEMBLIES 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
• PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
·ELECTRICAL: PROVIDE MORE THAN STANDARD AMOUNT 
OF DUPLEX RECEPTACLES 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: SMALL DESK TABLES WITH PENCIL TRAYS 
MOVEABLE SEATING 
· EQUIPMENT: AUDIO/VISUAL NEEDS: CHALK BOARD, 
BULLETIN BOARD, AND WALL MOtn~TED 
SCREEN 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUI~ED 63 
bubble diagram/user roles 
TRAINTI~G/COURT /NULTI-USE 
!t 
TRAINING 
OFFICE/ 
PLANNER 
-
LOBBY J' 
1\ 
COURT 
CLE~KS 
TRAIN-
ING 
l.. STOR-1\:=*= AGE 
SHORT 
TERM 
DETENTION 
64 
150 training storage 
HEIGHT: 8' -0 11 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: TILE 
• CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: VINYL/TEXTURED 
FUNCTION: FILM AND EQUIPMENT STORAGE 
ADJACENCY REQUIRENEN'l'S DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: OPEN SHELVING 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
PREPARATION TABLE FOR HATERIAL 
ASSIHILATION 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCE1~T 
· FURNITURE: TABLE/2 CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
65 
bubble diagram/user roles 
TRAll~ING STORAGE 
TRAINING/ 
COURT/ 
MULTI-USE 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
TRAINING 
OFFICE/ 
PLANNER 
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~70 
HEIGHT: 8•-0" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: 'rEXTURED OR vJOOD 
FUNCTION: 
OFFICER Df CHARGE OF TRAINllfG OF NEW OFFICERS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREHENTS DEPICTED lll BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK (STANDARD SIZE) 
BOOK SHELF/CABINET 
· EQUIPMENT: FILE CABTI~ET 
STORAGE CABDfET 
WALL SHELVING 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
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TRAINING/PLANNER OFFICE 
LOBBY 
TRAINING 
STORAGE 
TRAINING/ 
COUR'r/ 
MULTI-USE 
POLICE TRAINING SERGEANT 
Nature of Work 
This job is loc~ted in the Services Divi-
sion of the Police Dep~rtment. The duties 
performed by the employee, in ~ddition to 
tr~ining, ~re supervisory in n~ture. Gen-
er~l direction is received from the c~p­
t~in in Services Division. The employee 
is responsible for interviewing Rnd ev~=~l­
uating Police Department applic~nts and 
for training,police personnel. The em-
ployee coordinates and devises new educ~­
t1onal programs as well as informs offi-
cers and employees of existing ones. The 
employee should have a high degree of emot-
ional stability, be able to work indepen-
dently and self motivating. 
Examples of Work Performed 
Coordinates personnel and training pro-
cedures in the department. 
Interviews applicants, administers exa-
minations and grades same; organizes and 
ccn ducts applic"'nt review bo1=1rds and re-
cords results of same; conducts back-
g~ound ~nd character investigations. 
Org~nizes and conducts loc~l baste police 
school for new officers; teaches courses 
in job related are~s; directs activity of 
assistant instructors; coordinates all 
phases of interdepartmental tr~1ning such 
as workshops and seminars; organizes and 
assists in refresher training, in-service 
tr~ining and prepares and coordin~tes use 
SB 
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POLICE TRAnTING SERGEANT CONTINUED 
and presentation of roll c~ll tr~ining. 
Keeps informed of developments in fields 
of police science and relAys this infor-
mation to the department; provides offi-
cers with information concerning new laws 
and legal procedures which directly or in-
directly affect an officer in performance 
of duty. 
Maintains training and educational records 
for all officers and employees of the de-
partment; prepares necessary reports. 
Counsels and assists officers and employees 
with information concerning college Rnd 
higher education; maintains liaison with 
institutions of higher education. 
Works with other lew enforcement organiz-
ations and agencies to develop and promote 
tr~ining and education; arranges coopera-
tive training functions with other agen-
cies and departments. 
Provides information to the public in-
cluding occasional public spe~king engage-
ments. 
Assumes responsibility for operation of 
Services Division in the absence of Cap-
tain. 
MaintAins, in good operating condition, 
all department weapons, supplies and 
equipment; performs periodic inspections 
of same; t'esponsible for arranging met inte-
nance and repair at the department firing 
range. 
Mny perform or assist in periodic officer/ 
employee evaluations. 
Desirable Qualifications 
Knowledge of lAw enforcement practices and 
procedures. 
Ability to apply principles of logic and/ 
or scientific thinking to define problems, 
collect date, establish facts and draw 
valid conclusions. 
Ability to speak clearly and distinctly 
before e group. 
Knowledge of the English l~nguage in order 
to write and prepare materials utilizing 
proper format and grRmmRT'. -
Knowledge of police pT'ograms and procedures 
essenti~l to instructing officers and em-
ployees hol-T to peT'fOT'm duties cor,...ectly and 
safely. 
Skill 1n instructing students. 
Ability to communicate to off1cet's and 
employees of the department. 
Skill in interviewing and investigating 
R pplica nts. 
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POLICE TRADTING SERGEANT CONTINUED 
Ability to read and interpret legal writ-
ings and materials. 
Ability to research, plan and prepare 
training curriculum. 
Ability to make judgements, based on ob-
servations, and to take directive action. 
Ability to prepare and maintain accurate 
and orderly files. 
Ability to use and maintain department e-
quipment effectively and safely. 
user roles continued 
Ability to maintain effective working re-
lationships with the public, civic organi-
zations, schools, law enforcement agencies 
and other employees. 
Ability to supervise and motivate personnal. 
Ability to work under stressful conditions 
and willingness to work an extended number 
of hours when necessary; work in office; 
work outside consistent with preparation n 
and presentation of training; occasional 
night work assignments; periodic travel; 
some physical exertion required consistent 
with training duties. 
Education and E~perience 
High school graduate. 
Three (3) years service with the Police De-
partment as officer. 
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400 
HEIGHT: 8t -0 11 
FINISHES: 
• FLOOR: TILE 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED OR PANELED (WOOD) 
FUNCTION: 
RECORD STORAGE (CLERICAL) 
RECEPTION AREA (PUBLIC) 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: DIRECT ADJACENCY TO LOBBY 
SYSTEMS: 
OTHER ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED 
BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
• PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: ALLOW FOR C. R. T. (DEDICATED CIRCUIT) 
XEROX WALL PLUG-ll! * EACH ON SEPAR~TE CIRCUITS 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT-ADEQUATE LIGHT FOR READING 
· FURNITURE: S1-1ALL CONFERENCE TABLE (4 PERSON SEATll~G) 
FILE CABTI\fETS/OPEN SHELVTI\fG 
PUBLIC COUNTER/SHELVING BELOW (POLICE SIDE) 
· EQUIPMENT: C. R. T. TERMnTAL/XEROX MACHINE/MICROFILM VIEWER 
SMALL BULLETll! OR CHALK BOARD 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUI:tED 
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bubble diagram/user roles 
RECORDS/ 
RECEPTION 
lliVES-
TIGATORS 
RECORDS 
SUPPLIES ~~ 
INVESTIGATIONS 
SECRETARY 
RECEPTION 
LOBBY 
WATCH 
CON1'1ANDER 
RECORDS 
SUPPLIES 
POLICE RECORDS CLERK 
Job Summary 
This job is loc~ted in the Records Divi-
sion of the Police Dep~rtment ~nd is under 
the direct supervision of the Service Di-
vision supervisor. The Records Division 
m~intAins police files, performs clericAl 
duties, ~nd Assists other police personnel 
with miscellAneous tAsks. 
Duties And Responsibilities 
MAintAining Records: The princip~l duties 
of the employee~ to compile ~nd mAintAin 
police records. ExAmples of such duties 
Are: 
1. Process ~ccident reports d~ily by; 
A. Coding And copying the officer's 
reports. 
b. Entering, into P leg book, the code 
number And other pertinent infor-
rniO!t ion. 
c. Filing copies. 
d. Sending originRl to the Oklqhomq 
DepArtment of Public SAfety. 
2. Types cArds which contAin the nPme, 
ege, dRte of birth Rnd driver's lic-
ense number of e~ch individu~l in-
volved in the Accident. 
J. Copies two incident reports which are 
filed by the officers for the purpose 
of filing one And relAying the other 
to the Investigations Divisions. 
4. Files, categoricAlly Pnd numericAlly 
cards containing the incident report 
summ1=1ry infor.•mation on every individ-
UAl involved in An incident. 
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POLICE REOORDS CLERK CONTINUED 
5. Gathers arrest reports end logs perti-
nent data on said report. 
6. Posts and files cards containing arrest 
information and the final disposition 
of each individual referred to in an 
arrest report. 
7. Maintains files on: 
a. Traffic tickets issued 
b. Leash law violations 
c. Pawn tickets 
8. M~intains a correspondence file contain-
ing authorization from citizens to re-
lease police records to non-dep~rtmental 
investigations. 
9. Maintains a file of negPtives of photos 
(mug shots) taken during the processing 
stage. 
Clerical Duties: In addition to the records 
duties, the employee performs a variety of 
clerical duties; for example: 
1. Keeps a tally sheet of current arrest 
reports which are used for the compiling 
of the Uniform Crime Report. 
2. Types a daily, monthly, and yearly tally 
sheet containing all the accidents with-
in the city. Tbis tally sheet is sent 
monthly and annually to the National 
Safety Council. 
J. Corresponds with other law enforcement 
agencies; for example: 
a. Sends all finger print cards to the 
FBI and the OBI. 
b. Sends copies of the final disposition 
papers on a person who has been pro-
cessed, along with the identification 
numbers from the City Police Depart-
ment, the FBI and the OBI. 
Miscellaneous: The worker will occasionally 
assist others with department~l busines~; 
such as: 
1. ~ssists insurance agents with obtaining 
information on motorists and motor ve-
hicles. 
2. ~ssists the public in filling out the 
State Accident Report. 
3. Assists officers in processing an in-
dividut:!l. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of the English language in order 
to communicate effectively, both orally and 
in writing. 
Ability to take interest and work along with 
others in the department. 
Ability to apply common sense understanding 
in carrying out detailed, but uninvolved, 
ins true t ions. 
Ability to compile report material effi-
ciently. 
Skill in typing. 
Ability to maintain orderly files. 
Skill in researching records, utilizing the 
cross-index system, etc. 
~bility to work quickly and efficiently. 
Other Significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: The work of Records 
Clerk generally consists of routine ~eport 
compiling and filing. Worker encounte~s 
few Vt:lriables which, on the average, a~e 
concrete. The job demands accuracy And 
effie iency. 
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POLICE RECORDS CLERK CONTINUED 
Interpersonal Relations: The worker com-
municates frequently with the public Rnd 
Police Department officials concern·ing re-
cord inquiries. Also, worker assists 
other law enforcement agencies ~nd insur-
ance investigators with their informRtion 
needs. 
Working Conditions: Normal office condi-
tions. 
Physical Effort: Normal physical Activity. 
Education: Graduation from a standard high 
school with course work in typing, filing, 
and office procedure or comparable exper-
ience. 
CLERK TYPIST _! 
Job Summary 
This position, located in the Purchasing 
office, involves skilled typing and cler-
ical duties with some application of inde-
pendent judgement. Work is performed in 
accordance with established office routines, 
procedures and methods. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Clerical: Clerical duties include, but 
are not limited to, the following: 
1. Receives requisition, posts to led-
ger indicating number, date, date re-
ceived, items requisitioned ~nd pur-
chase order number. 
2. Issues-purchase o~der number to requi~­
i t ion. 
3. Maint~ins vendor ledger to insure p~y­
ment to proper vendor for purchasing 
tr~ns"lction. 
4. Maintains file of vendo~s for future 
bid items. 
5. Types purchase orders, including all 
pertinent dat~, and submits copies to 
vendor and the City Clerk. 
6. Types bid notives, specifications, 
notice of award of contract, change 
orders, contracts and related material 
following standard or specified format. 
7. Maintqins file of purchase orders for 
reference of payment and for future 
bid items. 
Miscellaneous: Examples are: 
1. Sorts and counts parking meter money 
using a coin sorter and coin counter. 
2. Operates photocopy machine to make_ 
copies of various printed or typed 
ma terin l. 
3. Performs related work as required. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of the English language in order 
to communicate effectively, orally ~nd in 
writing. 
Skill in typing, copying and recording 
various types of data, using correct punc-
tuation, spelling and grammqr. 
Skill in operating/using a typewriter>. 
Ability to observe differences in copy, to 
proofread works or numbers to avoid percep-
tual errors in mathematical computation. 
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CLERK TYPIST I CONTINUED 
Ability to apply common sense understAnd-
ing to carry out instructions furnished in 
oral, written, or schedule form. 
Knowledge of the basic purch~sing procedures. 
Ability to deal with problems Arising from 
standardized situations. 
Skill in operating/using adding m~chine or 
c a 1 c u 1 ~ t or • 
Ability to operate a coin so~ter and coin 
counter. 
Skill in operating/using photocopy m~chine. 
Other Significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: This position consists 
of routine duties of which few variables 
are encountered. Work is of a standare-
ized nature, requiring skills in the use 
of standard office machines. 
Interpersonal Relations: The employee is 
involved in an exchange of information with 
other departments 1 personnel Rnd the public 
in person and by telephone. The employee 
need possess an understanding attitude and 
a pleasant d ispos it ion to R ccommoda te these 
varying circumstances. 
CLERK TYPIST II 
Job Summary 
This position is located in the Water De-
partment, the Clerk Typist II positions re-
quire similar skills and clerical abilities. 
Worker functions are of a specialized nature 
involving techniques in cash accounting, 
keypunchin~ statement transactions andrcler-
ical tasks of a more sophisticated nature. 
Duties and Besponsibilities 
~ccounting Activities: Tasks include, but 
are not limited to, the following: 
1. On new ~'~ccounts pl"ocess OT"del" to gtve 
to the meter reader. 
2. On new accounts process new Ol"del" sheets 
to be keypunched. 
J. On new accdunts keypunches new ordel" 
sheets when necessary. 
4. On old accounts process customer com-
plq. in ts. 
5. On old acc outns process "cut-off" 
order. 
6. On old accounts process "restore ser-
vice" order. 
7. On old accounts search past records to 
validate past account bAlAnces. 
8. Balance personal cash drawer twice-daily 
at the open of business and the close. 
9. Balance all accounts. 
10. Keypunch balances to send to the bank. 
11. Balances night deposit cash flow. 
12. Balances current daily cash accounts. 
Collection and Bill Payment Activities: 
Task include, but.are not limited to the 
following: 
1. Collect bill in cash Ol" check at eus-
tomer service window. 
2. Collect tap fees from the public and 
contr"lctot>. 
J. Collect set>vice ch~~get>. 
Clericnl: Clel"icql t~s~s include, but ~l"e 
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CLERK TYPIST II CONTINUED 
not limited to: 
1. MiscellAneous filing activities. 
2. Open incoming and night deposit.m~il. 
J. Process new service orders. 
4. Take emergency service orders. S. Type response letters to the public. 
6. Originete structure of response letter. 
7. Make out bank deposit forms. 
8~ Meke out reread of meter orders. 
9. Fill out miscell~neous order sheets. 
Calcul~tions: All tasks are rel~ted to ~c­
counting tAsks operations using whole num-
bers. 
1. MiscellAneous Accounting calculations 
involving American money. 
Miscellaneous: These tasks Are limited to 
out of department activities. 
1. Believe at PBX 
2. Open and close vault to begin and end 
daily business. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of English language in order to 
communicate effectively orally or in writ-
ing. 
Skill in typing, copying, keypunch and re-
cording a variety of data using correct 
punctuation,. spe;hling, and grAmmar. 
Ability to observe differences in copy and 
to avoid perceptual error in arithmetic 
computation. 
Skill in performing basic arithmetic func-
tions involving all American money units by 
hand or by using a calculator or adding 
machine. 
Knowledge of ten-key adding machine. 
Knowledge of keypunch machine oper~tion. 
Ability to apply common sense understand-
ing to carry out instructions furnisaed 
in oral, written, and schedule form and 
to perform tnsks involving several con-
crete variables in and/or from situations 
encountered on the job. 
Ability to tend to the needs and requests 
of the public and to project ~ helpful 
attitude nt qll times. 
Knowledge of b;sic qccounting and book-
keeping procedures. 
Knowledge of procedures of preparation of 
monthly statements. 
Knowledge of avail~ble sources of data and 
ability to refer to them for required in-
format ion. 
Knowledge of the procedures for writing 
various receipts, orders, deposits, and 
statements. 
Other Significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: The employee performs 
tasks ?f a specialized nature involving 
establlshed procedures. Accuracy is im-
perative in the performance of tasks involv-
ing money and accounting techniques. 
Interpersonal Relations: Public contact is 
continual either in person or by phone. Such 
interaction requires a great denl of cour-
tesy and effectiveness in de~ling with the public. ' 
Working Corditions: Normnl office environ-
ment. 
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CLERK TYPIST II CONTINUED 
Supervision Received: The employee is res-
ponsible to the office manAger in the WAter 
Dep~rtment. 
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
Job Summary 
This position is located in the Health De-
p~rtment. The employees prim!:lry objective 
is to observe the enforcement of ~11 AnimAl 
control ordinances. The employee investi-
gates various complaints, performs humRne 
investigations, impounds and quarantines 
animals, issues citations for ordinance vio-
lations Rnd picks up dead end injured anim~ls 
as required. Other worker functions incluqe 
the performance of various record keeping and 
miscellaneous tasks. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Code Enforcement: Examples of tasks incurred 
include, but are not limited to, the follow-
ing: 
1. Receives complaints concerning animal a-
buse, neglect, and animal rel~ted distru-
bances. Determines which compl~ints 
warrant city action and responds accord-
ingly. 
2. Impounds dogs and cats under circumstances 
stipulated by law using standard proce-
dures. 
3. Issues citations to animPl ovmers for 
dogs at large, failure to obtain rabies 
vaccination, failure to obtain and renew 
pet licenses, and for various other or-
dinance violations. 
4. Sends notices for non-pAyment of cita-
t lon: 
(1) Fills out wnrrant after second no-
tice and obtains signature of City 
Judge. 
(2) Appears in court as a witness con-
cerning the violation. 
5. Effects quarantine of biting !:lnimals 
a n d s h ips ~ n i mr~ 1 he A d s t o 0 k 1 a h om~ C 1 t y 
for rabies exr~minAtions. 
6. Mnintains contact with S.P.C.A. offi-
cials to insure proper care of impound-
ed animrtl:J. 
Animal Pick-up: Examples of tasks incu,..,..ed 
include, but are not limited to, the follow-
ing: 
1. Picks up deceased Pnimals, both wild 
and domestic, from city streets And 
veternary hospitals. Disposes of bod-
ies in sanitary lqndfill. Picks up in-
jured wild animals. Selects method 
whereby animal will suffer le!:!st and 
destroys accordingly. 
Record Keeping: Examples of record keeping 
tasks incurred include, but ~re not limited 
to, the following: 
1. Meint~ins lost ~nd found ~nimql list. 
2. Recor'ds d~ily activities in log book. 
3. Compiles report summ8rizing monthly 
!:lctivit~es with infor'm~tion 8S to num-
ber of qnimAls picked up, citAtions 
issued, compl~int c~lls m8de, etc. 
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER CONTTI~UED 
Public Contact: Examples of t~sks incurred 
include, but ~re not limited to, the follow-
ing: . 
1. Answers questions from the publ1c con-
cerning animal control ordinences and 
gives advice on animal care as requested. 
2. Presents brief oral programs ~t schools 
when requested to encourage proper ani-
mal care and to stress the need for en-
forcement of animal control ordinances. 
3. Consults various professional people such 
as veternarians, epidemiologist, attor-
neys, etc., to obtain information needed 
in solving special problems. 
Miscell~neous: Examples of miscellaneous 
tasks incurred, include but are not limited 
to, the following: 
1. Devises, implements, and improves pro-
cedures as required. 
2. Trains part time helpers. 
3. Picks up bicycles and other lost items 
when requested by the Police Department. 4. Responsible for the safe use and proper 
use of dog and cat traps, tranquilizer 
guns, control polesJ and other related 
equipment. 
Job Requirements 
Skill in speaking before an audience with 
confidence using correct English and well-
modulated tone of voice. 
Ability to convey and exchange information 
through explan~tion and demonstration. 
Skill in influencing others in favor of a 
point of view and in giving advice on the 
basis of Pdvise and experience. 
Skill in writing in order to furnish in-
structions to subordinates, fill in log 
book, fill out citations, warr~nts, lost 
Pnd found list, monthly reports, etc. 
Skill in re~ding, comprehending, ~nd in-
terpreting an!mal control ordinances. 
Ability to determine which complaints ~ir­
ed by the public warr~nt city action ~nd to 
respond accordingly. 
Knowledge of procedures for performing in-
vestigations of animal abuse, cruel neglect 
nnd animal related disturbances. 
Ability to use independent judgement in sit-
uations where only limited standarization 
exists such as in determining the border-
line between proper and improper treatment 
of animals. 
Knowledge of procedures for apprehending, 
impounding, or quarantining domestic or 
wild animPls under circumstances described 
by l£lW • 
Skill in apprehending domestic animals (Rnd 
wild anim~ls under limited circumst~nces) 
using standard tr9pping and handling equip-
ment. 
Knowledge of and ability to use v~rious 
sources of professional information when 
confronting special problems~ 
Ability to withstand VPrlous unoleasant 
odors Pnd sights associated with such tasks 
as.picking up dead ~nimRls, shipping of 
an1mnl heRds, destroying injured wild Rn-
imP ls, etc. 
Skill in effectively dealing with people 
under stressful conditions. 
~kill in devising, implementing Rnd improv-
lng procedures RS required. 
Skill in trAining pArt-time helpers. 
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER CONTll'TUED 
Ability to use and maintnin proper care of 
tr~pping and handling equipment, tranqui-
lizer guns, etc. 
1bility to withstand verbPl abuse. 
Knowledge of city streets. 
Other Significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: The employee uses in-
dependent judgement in m~king decisions when 
legal quidelines are lacking or Are too 
broadly defined. Problems are addressed 
which requir~ consultation with various sour-
ces of technical and legal information. Lim-
ited standardization often necessitates the 
contrivance and implementqtion of new pro-
cedures. 
Interpe~sonal Relations: The employee deals 
with the public on a daily basis-frequently 
under stressful conditions. Contact is main~ 
tained with the S.P.C.A. and various p~ofes­
sional people who confer technical and legAl 
advice. 
vlorking Conditions: The performance of the 
job often involves unpleasant tasks, odors, 
and sights. The investigBtion of complaints, 
and the picking up of anim~ls requires the 
employee to spend considerable time dr1Ting 
9 bout town. 
Physical Effort: The perform~nce of cert~in 
tasks require the exertion of considerable 
physical strength. 
Supervision Received: Supervision is mini-
mal. Animal control ordinAnces serve as 
worker guidelines. 
Supe~vision Exercised: Supervisory func-
tions ~~e limited to the trQining of pRrt 
time helpers with the furnishing of writ-
ten instructions to helpe~s working on 
different shifts. 
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HEIGHT: 8•-0" 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
· FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
ARCHIVE AREA 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: STAND-UP ISLAND WORK AREA REQUIRED 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
• LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: NONE 
·EQUIPMENT: NONE REQUIRED 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED BD 
RECORDS SUPPLIES 
bubble diagram/user roles 
RECORDS 
RECEPTION 
B~ 
275 
HEIGHT: 8•-o" 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: CARPET 
• CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: NON-CONDUCTIVE (TI-l ACCORD WITH C.'R.T. 
OPERATIONS) 
FUNCTION: 
COMMUNICATIONS (POLICE AND PUBLIC) 
MONITORING OF COMMUNITY FUNCTIONS (i.e. 
HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES) 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: 
communications 
RAISED FLOOR MUST BE NON-CONDUCTIVE (COPPER PLATE 
UNDER CARPET ) 
FLOOR MUST BE CONSTRUC'rED WITH LIFT OUT PANELS (4X4 PANELS) 
FOR HAINTENANCE EASE (i.e. ACCESSIBILITY TO COMPUTER 
CABLES) 
SOUND PROOF ROOM WITH NO REVERBERATION 
LOGA'riON IN BASEMENT DESIRABLE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: DUPLEX RECEPTACLE/a. R. T. DEDICATED C IFWUIT 
BELOW FLOOR CONDUIT (SPECIAL EQUIPMENT) 
· LIGHTING: SUBDUED (i.e. FLOURESCENT LIGHTS WITH METAL 
PARABOLIC LENS)-TRACK LIGHTING DESIRABLE 
·FURNITURE: SWIVEL CHAIRS 
DESKS (BASED ON NON-CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS) 
· EQUIPMENT: TELEPHONE, RADIO, TELETYPE, AND COMPUTER 
RECORDING EQUIP~rnNT WITH PATCHES 
· H.V.A.C.: HIGHLY CONTROLLED FOR PROPER AMBIENT TEMPER-
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+---------------------------------------+ COMMUNICATIONS 
~ ~ 
RECORDS 
RECEPTION 
Police DispRtcher 
Job Summ~ry 
This is ~n office position in the Services 
Division of the Police Dep1=1rtment. Worker's 
mAin functions Are oper~tion of bP.se stAtion, 
telephone, teletype P.nd other communic~=~tive 
devices for receiving And dispP.tching in-
formP.tion. Clericgl duties performed by 
the employee involve P. l~rge gmount of fill-
ing out reports, logging time, mileAge, And 
rRdio books, etc., And filing those Articles. 
The worker books-in prisoners AS ~=~nother AS-
pect of clericRl duties. Additional t~sks 
involve the issuing of supplies to Police 
DepArtment officers Rnd the Animal Control 
Officer. The ~mount of V9riAnce in this 
pos.ition necessitAtes A high degree of de-
cisiveness, stP.bility And temperAnce. 
Duties And Responsibilities 
DispAtching And Monitoring: The employee 
performs R wide VRriety of tAsks rel~ting 
to dispRtching And monitoring. Some ex-
Amples ~=~re: 
1. Upon reporting for duty, employee briefs 
self by reviewing previous shift's Ac-
tivities. 
2. !nswer~ telephones, receiving calls frnm 
the public, And: -
R. Answers any generRl questions from 
the public, And 
b. Directs cAlls to ~pprop~iqte offic-
iAls qnd/or depArtment. 
c. ~sks for all essentiql informAtion 
rel~ting to A request for qn officer• 
for exAmple:nAme, ~ddress And need ' 
of officer. 
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d. Dispatches an officer, by district, 
relaying the inforro<Jt ion received 
and any Additional instructions. 
e. Informs any other departments or ser-
vices: such as: fire, ambulance, 
wrecker, etc. 
f. Types calls received on radio log. 
g. Receives and dispatches calls fo~ 
Animal Control Officer. 
3. Monitors "hot lines~ for emergency in-
formation between the Police Department, 
Fire Department, other area police de-
partments and some local industries. 4. Monitors alarm systems to private homes. 
5. Operates a base radio station to dis-
patch information and assistance to 
other law enforcement agencies. 
6. Operates a teletype m~chine for purpose 
of relaying information; such as: c~r 
registration, criminal records, etc., 
and seeking similar information. 
3. Logs mile~ge, gas and oil used in p~trol 
c~rs on the previous shift. 
lt. Logs mileage and time, both beginning 
and ending, when an officer is escorting 
female prisoners. 
5. Logs and issues a receipt for meter hoods 
rented to private business. 
6. Fills out legal forms for the depa~tment; 
such ns: 
a. Deposition of arrest reports for re-
cords and identification. 
b. Information on moving violations 
which nre sent to the court cle~k. 
c. Disposition of the abstracts returned 
from the court clerk concerning mov-
ing violt~t ions. 
7. Keeps up-to-date files on: 
a. Watch orders t~nd cancellations fo~ 
pol ice officer 1 s information purposes. 
b. Ar~est reports and w~rrants issued. 
. Hiscellaneous: In addition to the above jobs 
Clerical: The employee performs 8 Wlde range employee is often involved in other assort-
of clerical duties; such as: ed t9sks, for example: 
1. Book-in prisoners by: 1. Matron duties. 
a. Types information received from the 2. Issuing shotguns and ammunition to po-
arresting officer and the prisoner on lice officers. 
standard form And files it. 3. Issues Rnd keeps records of walkie-talkie 
b. Prepares ~ personRl property form, and ticket books received by pRt;olmen 
listing the contents in the prisoner's 4. Issues dgrt rifles,medicine Rnd rAbie~ 
possession which are retained by the box to qnim~l control officer. 
dep~rtment. 
2. Receives, records, and issues 8 re)ceipt Job Requirements: 
for docket money (fines and bonds nnd 
turns it into the court clerk at the be-
ginning of each d~y. Also maintains petty 
cash fund. 
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Kno\<rledge of the English language in order 
to write reports with proper format, punctu-
ation, spelling and grammar, using a·ll pr:1rts 
of speech. 
Knowledge of the English l~nguAge in order 
to speak clearly and distinctly. 
Knowledge of and skill in the operqtion of the 
telephone system; for exPmple: answer cPlls 
promptly, noting informAtion and directing 
such informA.tion clearly J:l.nd concisely to the 
appropriate party. 
Skill in typing practices and procedures. 
Skill in recording and filing complete and ~c­
curate records for various functions. 
Ability to remain calm as well as to calm 
other p~rties during an emergency •. 
Skill in ~aining and relaying pert1nent in-
formation to the appropriate people in an 
orderly and effective manner. 
Skill in time utilization to achieve the most 
productive use of available time. 
Ability to do various tgsks simultaneously; 
such as: transcribe essential data while res-
ponding quickly to an emergency call. 
Knowledge of procedures and codes involved in 
operating a teletype; such as: 
a. Composing the coded statement. 
b. Cutting tape. 
c. Inserting tape into teletype. 
Ability to obtain state certification before 
the end of probationary period. 
Ability to operate a base station effectively 
and within FCC rules. 
Knowledge of police codes and forms; such as 
( 1) arrest reports, ( 2) warrants, ( 3) a b-
str~cts, and (4) depositions. 
Ability t~ read a city map. 
Other Signific~nt Facts 
Difficulty of \.,ork: The type of wor>k in-
volved requires an employee to work stead-
ily ~nd perfor>m different tasks concurrent-
ly. The job requires a gr>eat amount of ~t­
tentiveness on the part of the employee in 
order to ~ssure correct input and output 
of data l=lnd facts. 
Interpe:rson-t~L Relations: The worker is con-
stantly involved in all types of communica-
tions, ranging from a simple public infor>-
m~tion service to ~ complex exch~nge of f~cts 
end incidents during ~n emergency. Worker 
need possess Rn unde~stAnding attitude in 
order to denl with ~11 types of c~lls Rnd 
cAllers. 
Physic~l Effort: Worker is subject to nor-
mtll physic!1l nctivity. 
Working Conditions: Worker is inside ~t 
Rll times. Noise level, due to the tele-
type, is ~ distr~ctine f~ctor. 
Supervision Received: Receives gener8l 
quid~nce ~nd supervision on Pssignments 
from supervisor. 
Educ8tion 8 l Requir>ements: Grndu~tion f,..om 
q st8nd~rd high school with course wor>k in 
typing, filing l=lnd office procedures or> 
compqrqble experience. 
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150 watch commander 
HEIGHT: 8•-0" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET ( ll~DUSTRIAL GRADE) 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: TEXTURED 
FUNCTION: 
GENERAL WORK AREA 
DIRECT ADJACENCY TO SHIFT CHANGE 
OTHER ADJACE~CIES DEFlllED BY BUBBLE DIAG~AM 
LOCATION .OF LOCKERS FOR SUPERVISORS 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
• PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOUR SCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK/CHAIR/1 SIDE CHAIR 
·EQUIPMENT: FILE CABlliETS 
LOCKERS FOR POLICE EQUIPMENT 
BULLETIN BOARD/CHALK BOARD 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
BS 
WATC'H COMMANDER 
DETENTION 
INTERVIEW 
REPOR·r 
WRITING 
bubble diagram/user roles 
PRISONER 
PROCESSING 
RECORDS/ 
RECEPTION 
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175 crime prevent./community rels. 
HEIGHT: 8•-0 11 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: VINYL (TEXTURED) 
FUNCTION: 
ORIENTATION OR CRIME PREVENTION /COI'-1J11UNITY RELATIONS 
ARRANGE PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOL, WATCH, AND SENIOR CITIZENS 
WORK WITH OFFICERS ON SET-UP PROGRAMS (WORK SPACE) 
ADJACENCY REQUIREJ1ENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL ( DUPLES RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCEHT 
· FURNITURE: DESK, 2 CHAIRS, FILE UNITS (2 )-STAND-UPS 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
bubble diagram/user roles 
CRIME PREVENTION/COID1UNITY RELATIONS 
LOBBY 
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400 
HEIGHT: 15 1-0" 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: TILE ENTRY/CARPET WITHIN 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: ACOUSTIC FIBER/WOOD (DARK) 
FUNCTION: CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESSES (TRIALS, HEARll'fGS, ETC. ) 
POLICE STAFF TRAINING AS AN ALTERNATIVE FUNCTION 
OF SPACE· 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION MONITORING 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL ( 1. e. DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: CONTROLLED TRACK LIGHTS OVER BENCH 
FLOURESCENT . 
· FURNITURE: BENCH AREA (JUDGE), COURT CLERKS DESK, JURY 
BOX (RAILED lll/RAISED), AND BENCH SEATTifG 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
court clerks 
so 
COUR'r CLERK 
bubble diagram/user roles 
'rRAINING/ 
COUR'r/ 
MULTI-USE 
~ ~ ~. l 
' 7 LOBBY 
COURT CLERK 
Job Summar;y 
This position is locAted in the Munlcip~l 
Court. The employee's p~im~ry responsi-
bility is to collect And process tr~ffic 
fines Rnd pqrking fines for eventuql trAn-
sfer to the City Clerk. The employee Also 
~ssists the MunicipAl Court Judge when 
necessAry, generAlly two or three morning~ 
R week. 
Duties Rnd Responsibilities 
DAta Collection And Recording: Exqmples 
of t~sks incurred include, but Rre not 
limited to, the following: 
1. MaintAins A VAriety of eccounts in-
volving money from bonds, trAffic 
fines, etc. 
2. Processes R VAriety of communic~tions 
receipts, stqtements, etc., reg~rding 
legAl Actions involving VArious of-
fenders. 
3. ~ lA noes a 11 cash accounts involving 
money from bonds, fines, pny lqter 
accounts, etc. 
4. MAintnins records of traffic And 
p~rking violations. 
GenerAl Office Tnsks: Tasks are generAlly 
rel~ted to in-office activities. 
1. MAintains And org~nizes a sAfe filing 
system. 
2. Certifies that pApers in appeAl CAses 
are originA 1. 
3. MAkes out wArrants, receipts, reports, 
etc., involving legAl actions AgAinst 
offenders. 
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COURT CLERK CONTINUED 
4. MaintAins current Address correstions 
on plAintiffs. 
5. Writes a variety of checks to the City 
Clerk's office. 
6. :Hakes court appeArance d9te chAnges 
with peoples' lAwyers. 
7. Answers questions regarding court ap-
peArance, fines, etc. 
8. Types a variety of reports, receipts, 
records, statements, etc. 
9. Processes all animal control violations 
10. Locates out of county tag registrations 
11. Calls people to collect fines. 
Courtroom Tasks: Examples are: 
1. Records courtroom proceedings. 
2. Administers oaths. 
J. Writes receipts for fines, bonds, etc. 4. Prepares court docket. 
5. Maintains ledger accounts of money col-
lected in courtroom. 
6. Enters pleadings and totals cAse loads 
on docket sheets. 
Job Requirements_ 
Knowledge of the English lAnguage in order 
to communicate effectively, orally and in 
writing. 
Ability to read and comprehend City or-
dinances, legal documents, warrants, etc. 
Skill in typing, copying and recording 
various types of date, using correct pun-
ctuation, spelling, and grammAr. 
Ability to observe differences in copy, 
to proofread words and numbers and to avoid 
errors in mathematicl=ll computation. 
Skill in performing the fou~ basic arith-
metic operqtions involving all American 
monetAry units by hand, calcul~tor, or 
P d d in g rna c h in e • 
Ability to apply common sense understanding 
to c~rry out instructions furnished in ora\ 
written, or schedule form. 
Knowledge of the basic Accounting and book-
keeping procedures. 
Ability to tend to the needs of the public. 
Knowledge of the procedures for writing 
various receipts, statements, warrants, 
deposits, etc. 
Ability to read andccomprehend legal terms 
and documents. 
Knowledge of standard research techniaues 
and local sources of information. · 
Skill in compiling, recording and filing 
a variety of data, both clerical and tech-
n ica 1. 
Knowledge of the various courtroom proce-
dures used to assist in processing legal 
cases. 
Knowledge of the procedures for filing ~p­
prop~iate records of legal cases with the 
right local federal agency. 
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Ability to operate calcul~tor or adding 
machines. 
Other Significant Facts 
Work Difficulty: Concrete variables are 
encountered in the execution of data re-
ceding and collection tasks. The employee 
collects, organizes, and records a wide 
variety of legal, monetary and technical 
data. 
Interpersonal Relations: Extensive con-
tact with the public. The employee also 
works closely with the Assistant Court 
Clerk and the Municipal Court Judge. 
Working Conditions: Normal office en-
vironment. 
Supervision Received: Supervision comes 
from the Municipal Court Judge. Ultimate 
supervision, however, comes from the City 
Manager's office. 
Supervision Given: Directs the general 
activities of the Assistant Court Clerk. 
ASSISTANT COURT CLERK 
This position is located in the Municipal 
Court. The employee's primary responsib~ 
lity is to collect and process traffic 
fines and parking fines for eventual tran-
sfer to the City Clerk. The employee also 
assists the Municipal Court Judge when 
necessary, particularly in the absence of 
the Court Clerk. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Data Collection and Recording: Examples of' 
tasks incurred include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 
1. Meintains a variety of ~ccounts involv-
ing money from bonds, traffic fines, 
etc. 
2. Processes a variety of communications, 
receipts, st~tements, etc., regarding 
legal actions involving various offend-
ers. 
J. Balances all cash accounts involving 
money from bonds, fines, pay later ac-
counts, etc. 
4. MAintains records of traffic ~nd pArk-
ing vioV~ t ions. 
General Office Tnsks: Tasks are generally 
rB lqted to in-office activities. 
1. Maintains And organizes a safe filing 
system. 
2. Makes out warrants, receipts, reports, 
etc., involving legal actions against 
offenders. 
J. Maintains current address corrections 
on plaint iff's. 
4. Writes a variety of checks to the City 
Clerk's office. 
5. Makes Court appearance dAte changes 
with people's lawyers. 
6. Answers questions regarding court ap-
pearance, fines, etc. 
7. Types a variety of reports, receipts, 
records, st·~ tements, etc. 
8. Processes all animal control violations. 
9. Locates out of county tag regist~ations. 
10. Calls people to collect fines. 
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Courtroom Tasks: Tasks 8re performed only 
in the absence of the Court Clerk. 
1. Records courtroom proceedings. 
2. Administers oatbes. 
3. Writes receipts for fines, bonds,etc. 
4. Prepares court docket. 5. Enters pleadings and totals case loads 
on docket sheets. 
6. Maintains ledger accounts of money col-
lected in courtroom. 
Parking Violation Tasks: 
1. Mails statements for money paid ~nd 
money outstanding. 
2. Records violation cash sheet. 
3. Processes miscellaneous complaint 
warrants. 4. Bal8nces daily parking violation cash. 
flows. 5. Counts money collected each day. 
6. Maintains parking violation file. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of the E~Glisb language in order 
to communicate effectively, orally and in 
writing. 
Ability to read and comprehend city ordin-
ances, legal documents, warrants, etc. 
Skill in typing, copying, and various types 
Skill in performing the four b~sic ~ritb­
metic operations involving all American 
monetary units by band, c~lculator, or 
adding ml'l cb ine. 
Ability to apply common sense underst~nding 
to carry out instructions furnished in ora\ 
written, or schedule form. 
KnoHledge of the basic 1=1ccounting Rnd book-
keeping procedures. 
Lbility to tend to the needs of the public. 
Knowledge of the procedures for writing var-
ious receipts, stRtements, warrants, deposit~ 
etc/ 
Ability to read and comprehend leg~l terms 
and documents. 
Knowledge of standard research techniques 
and locPl sources of information. 
Skill in compiling, recording, and filing 
R variety of data, both clerical and tecb-
n ic~=~l. 
Knowledge of the various courtroom proced-
ures used to assist in processing legal 
cases. 
of data, using correct punctuation, spelling FnoHledge 
and grammar. propriate 
of the procedures for filing ap-
recordings of legal c1=1ses with 
locAl or federel agency. 
Ability to observe differences in copy, to 
proofread words and numbers and to avoid 
errors in mathematical computations. 
the right 
Ability to operate calculator or adding 
mt:~cb ine. 
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Other Significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: Concrete variables ere 
encountered in the execution of data record-
ing and collection tasks. The employee col-
lects, organizes, and recor.ds a wide variety 
of legal, monetary, and technical data. 
Interpersonal Relations: Extensive cont9ct 
with the public. The employee also works 
closely with the Court Clerk and the Muni-
c ipa 1 Court Judge, in the e bsence of the 
Court Clerk. 
Working Conditions: Normal office environ-
ment. 
Supervision Received: Supervision comes 
from the Court Clerk. Ultimate supervision, 
however, comes from the City Manager's 
office. 
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BO short-term detention 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
8•-o" 
SPARTAN 
CONCRETE 
CONCRETE 
CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
HOLDING OF PRISOHERS BEFORE TRIAL 
ADJACENCY REQUIREHENTS DEFll'TED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAN 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: DEAD BOLT HOLDING DOORS 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUI~ED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT (NATURAL LIGHT /BARRED WHIDml[) 
· FURNITURE: 2 CHAIRS/BENCH TYPE 
· EQUIPMENT: ( DEADBOLT LOCKS) 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
I I 
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SHOR'r-·rERH DETENTION 
TRAINTI~G/ 
COURT/ 
HULTI-USE 
~ ~ 
DETEHTION 
'\ 
I 
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investigations group 
SB 
150 secy./recept. 
HEIGHT: 8• 011 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: ACOUS'riC TILE 
· WALLS: VINYL/HOOD 
FUNCTION: SECRETARIAL AID TO INVESTIGATIONS DEPART!'1EN'r 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFll~ED BY BUBBLE DIAG-qiHI 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: 1 DES!</8 CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: FILE CABTI~ET ( 2 )/BOOK SHELVES 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 99 
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INVESTIGATIONS SECnETARY/RECEPTION INVESTIG.\TION' S SECRETARY 
POLYGRAPH 
TESTING 
JUVENILE 
CON-
FERENCE 
11) 
I, :<::!; 
E-ft/} 0 
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0 
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INVESTI- ~ 
GAT IONS '=i 
LIEUTENANT 
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\ RECORDS 
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f 
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.. ~ 
INVEST I-
GAT IONS 
(PUBLIC SAFETY SECRETATiY-DEPARTMENTAL NAME ) 
Job Summary 
The position of Public s~fety.Secretnry is 
loc~ted in the Police ~nd Fire Dep~rtments. 
T~sks performed ~re gener~lly simil~r in 
n~ture. Wo~ker functions include v~rious 
clericPl t~sks of e semi-specielized n~ture 
including typing, sorting, filing, copying, 
end recording dPt~. The work involves con-
siderable contnct with various people and 
requires the employee to communlc~te with ~ 
wide spectrum of groups from the gener~l 
public, to priv~te business people. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Data Collection and Recording: Examples are 
1. Records a v~rlety of dally logs, fire-
runs, policeruns, etc. 
2. HnintPins r-tn organized system or-con-
fidenti~l files. 
J. Conpiles ~nd types ~ vqrlety of rel~ted 
reports • 
4. MAintains a variety of records relating 
to police and fire instruction acti-
vities. 
5. Gives tests to new ~pplicAnts. 
Administrative Activities: Examples are: 
1. Issues a variety of .permits. 
2. Orders uniforms, insignias, etc. 
3. Furnishes insurance comp~nies with qp-
P'~"OpPiate d~ta. 
4. Maintains calendar of appointments for 
chief. 
5. pqys qll invoices. 
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6. Rents out parking spaces. 
7. Makes out incident reports. 
Accounting and Ledger Recording Activities: 
Examples are: 
1. MAintains a record of cash accounts and 
balances each account. 
2. Maintains a variety of records; logs, 
test score reports, etc. 
J. Details out each investigation by time, 
mileage, number of men, etc. 4. Assists in preparation of investigators 
benefit fund. 
Clerical Tasks: Examples are: 
1. Types a variety of agend~s, reports, 
statements, letters, etc. 
2. Takes dictation as required. . 
3. Maintains a variety of non-confidential· 
files. 4. Processes time data. 
). Processes personnel action forms. 
6. Processes paycheck distribution. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of the English language in order 
to communicate effectively, orally, and in 
writing. 
Ability to read and comprehend ledgers, 
outlines, And other stand8rdized material. 
Skill in typing, copying, and recording 
various data using correct punctuation, 
spelling, and grammar. 
Ability to observe differences in copy, to 
proofread words or numbers and to a~oid 
error in mathematical computations. 
Skill in performing the four basic mathe-
matical operations involving Americen 
money stAndards Pnd calculation of non-
metric measurements using a calculator or 
s=1dding mr:1chine. 
Ability to attend to the needs ~nd requests 
of the public and to project a helpful 1'1t-
titude l'lt all times. 
Ability to carry out common sense respon-
ses. orally, written or in diagrammatic 
form. 
Knowledge of b!:!sic accounting technique.s 
and general bookkeeping proce~ures. 
Knowledge of the procedures for writing 
various receipts, warrants, st~tements, and 
issming different kinds of permits. 
Knowledge of operl'ltion of ten-key qdding 
machine. 
Knowledge ()f operetion of full-key f'ldding 
mnchine. 
Knowledge of oper~'~tion of CB radio. 
Y.:nm·Tledge of operation of teletype ma-.ehine. 
Knowledge of operation of dict~pbone. 
Other Significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: Employee performs tas~s 
according to estAblished procedure. Accur-
Acy is qt times criticnl in performqnce 
of tAsks involving calaulRtions. 
Interpersonal Relations: Public contRct is 
frequent ROd often involves face to fRd~ 
re8ponse RS well as over the phone attention 
of needs. Considerable contAct with business 
people. 
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Supervision Received: The employee is gen-
er~lly responsible to the Police Chief. 
Working Conditions: No~mRl office envi~on­
ment. 
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150 lieutenant 
HEIGHT: 8' -011 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: TILE 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
• WALLS: TEXTURED 
FUNCTION: 
OFFICE SPACE FOR PAPER \'/ORK 
ONE ON ONE TI-l'l'ERVIE'!rl 
LIGHT ADMTI~ISTRATIVE DU'rY 
ADJACENCY REQUI~EMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
·ELECTRICAL: RECEPTACLES (WITHIN OP:B.J:l OFFICE m~IT OR SUB-FLOOR 
RACEvlAYS) 
· LIGHTING: 
· FURNITURE: 
FLOURESGENT CEILING LIGHTS 0~ TASK LIGHTING IN 
OFFICE MODULE 
OPEN OFFICE LANDSCAPll~G 
• EQUIPMENT: OPEN OFFICE LANDSCAPTI-lG 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 103 
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+-------------------------------~ INVESTIGATOR'S LIEUTENANT 
JUVE."'l-T ILE 
INVESTIGATIONS 
'104 
525 investigators 
HEIGHT: 8•-0" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: TEJcr'URED 
FUNCTION: DETECTIVE DIVISION PROCEEDINGS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: OPEN OFFICE SPACE PLANNING 
RECEPTACLES IN FLOOR OR WITHIN 
OFFICE PLANNING UNIT 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
LIGHT OVER EACH DESK (TASK 
LIGHTING) 
• ELECTRICAL: RECEPTACLES (WITHllf OPEN OFFICE UNIT OR 
SUB-FLOOR RACEWAYS) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT CEILING LIGHTS OR TASK LIGHTING 
IN OFFICE MODULE 
· FURNITURE: OPEN OFFICE LANDSCAPING/WITH CHAIRS 
·EQUIPMENT: WALL HUNG PLANNING BOARD (MARKER BOARD) 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 105 
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LIEUTENANT 
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POLICE INVESTIGATOR 
Nature of Work 
This position is in the Investig~tions Di-
vision of the Police Dep~rtment. Members 
of the division A~e responsible fer in-
vestig~tion of c~imes, recording ~nd doc-
umenting f~cts essentiAl to ~ s~tisf~cto~y 
disposition of the cAse. Investig~to~s 
work somewh~t independently, seeking ~s­
sistPnce And supervision As needed. Self 
motiv~tion, emotion~l stAbility, decision 
mt:tking Rnd problem solvt~g ::\h11Hy is T'e-
quired. 
ExAmples of Work Performed 
Accepts assignment of incident repo~ts for 
purpose of conducting investigAtions. 
Prep~res Vl=lriety of repo~ts ~s required 
through course of investigqtion. 
Collect, identifies ~nd prese~ves evi-
dence in ~ccord~nce with prescribed 
stRnd~l"ds foT' l~bor~tory exAminAtion ~nd/ 
or introduction in court. 
Arrests and processes suspects including 
finge~printing, photogT'Aphing, ~nd b~ck­
grounding sAme. 
Performs surveillAnce And stAkeout duties. 
Acts as j~iler, on occAsion, by booking, 
c~ring for, Rnd trRnspol"ting prisoneT's. 
ExchRnges infoT'mAtion And repol"ts with 
city, county, stAte And federAl lqw 
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POLICE INVESTIGATOR CONTWUED 
enforcement agencies. Assists those a-
gencies and seeks Assistance as required. 
Responds to serious incidents immediately 
Rnd on proper authority assumes command 
until properly relieved. 
Interviews victims, witnesses ~nd suspects 
regarding incidents under investigation. 
Maintains informAnt contPcts. 
Counsels offenders in areas where cor-
rection is needed. 
Maintains effective relationship with 
schools, social agencies, and community 
organizations. 
Desirable Qualifications 
Knowledge and skill in the effective use 
of English language to communicAte orally 
and in writing. 
Knowledge of law enforcement investiga-
tive practices and procedures. 
Ability to apply principles of logical 
and/or scientific thinking to define pro-
blems, collect datR, establish facts and 
draw valid conclusions. 
Knowledge of procedures for ~ppearing 
in court. 
Ability to make judgments based on ob-
servations, and to take directive action. 
Ability to use departmental equipment ef-
fectively and safely. 
Ability to maintPin effective working re-
lationships with the public, civic organ-
izations, schools, law enforcement agen-
cies and other employees. 
Ability to work under stressful conditions 
and the willingness to work extended hours 
when necessl=lry. 
Willingness and ability to stay informed 
of changes in criminal procedures and 
rights as they relate to law enforce~ent 
and the criminal defendant. 
Ability to learn proficient use of invest-
igative equipment, including camer~s re-
cording and dictation equipment, fin~er­
print kits, narcotics test equipment, ultra 
violet l=lnd theft detection powder equip-
ment, plaster casting kits. 
Education ~nd Experience 
High School graduate or GED equivalent. 
Three (3) years continuous service with 
the Police Department. 
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ll1VESTIGATIONS DETECTIVE 
Nature of Work 
This job is located in the InvestigAtive di-
vision of the Police Department. The duties 
nerformed by the employee, in ~ddition to 
investigative, are supervisory in nPture. 
General direction is received fr?m ~be Lieu-
tenant. The employee is responslble for per-
sonnel organization, motivAtion R~d review. 
The officer must possess the Rbil1ty to qd-
minister depertmentBl policy ?nd procedures 
end to implement operationPl ~rogrems. The 
type of work necessitate~ ~ h1gh ~agree of 
emotional stability, declslon-maklng/pro-
blem~solving ability and job interest. 
Ex~mples of Work Performed 
Assists in the gathering of informA~ion by 
examining administrative Bnd ?perAtlonRl 
mBteriAls pertinent to the crlentl'ltion of 
the group And by interviewing othe~ police 
personnel for special informRtion. 
Conducts oral orientation of gRthered in-
formation, including inter'pr~tcttion, ravie-t-Js 
nnd Rssigns cAses for invest1gntion. 
Conducts trAining clAsses ns required. 
Responsible for supervising Rnd motivnting 
police investigators; mqintRins time sheets; 
perfor~s regular employee performnnce eval-
uation for subordinates. 
rogates witnesses ~nd suspects; b~ck­
ground; reRds, reviews And Approves invest-
igator reports; mRy assist in the gqthe~ing 
of stAtistical data. 
Assists the District Attorney's office in 
initiating, prosecuting Rnd concluding ~ 
CASe • 
ExchAnges -reports on criminAl Activity, 
felons, etc., with other lRW en~o'l"cement 
qgenc ies. 
MAintAins an ~ffective relAtionship with 
schools, sociAl worke~s Rnd community or-
gR n iz.!l t 1.onR. 
Responsible for equipment operated such as: 
car, hAnd gun and shotgun, camerA equip-
ment, fingerprint kits and chemical RnA-
lysis kit for testing narcotics. 
Assists Lieutenant in work plAnning And pro-
gram evBluation. 
Performs other duties As required. 
Desirable QuAlificAtions 
Knowledge of lRw enforcement investigRtive 
practices and procedures. 
Ability to apply principles of logio~l ~nd/ 
or scientific thinking to define problems, 
collect d~tR, estqblisb fActs and d~~w 
vRlid conclusions. 
Knmvledge of the p-roceedings fo'l" .!:!ppe.'1~ing 
in Cou-rt. -
Ability to instruct others in invesiigative 
nnd depRrtmentAl procedur'es. · 
1 Other types Ability to SU?ervise and motivAte pe~sonnel. Prepares, interprets and contro s 
of information such as: intervie'lrJS end inter-
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DJVESTIGATIONS DETECTIVE CON'l'll'JUED 
Ability to make judgments, bGsed on observA-
tion, and to take directive action. 
Ability to use departmentnl equipment effect-
ively and safely. 
Ability to maintain effective working rela-
tionships with the public, civic organizations, 
schools, law enforcement agencies and other 
employees. 
Skill in the effective use of English lang-
uage to communicate orally and in writing. 
Ability to work under stressful conditions 
and the willingness to work an extended num-
ber of hours when necessary. 
Education and Experience 
High school graduate. 
Three (J) years service with the Police de-
partment which includes one (l) year service 
with the Investigations division. 
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175 juvenile operations 
HEIGHT: 8 I-O" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: TEXTURED 
FUNCTION: Il~VESTIGATION OF OFF".c1JCES vJHEREBY JUVENILES A"RE SUSPECTS 
OR VICTIMS. 
COUNSELLING AND INTERVIEWS 
ADJACEHCY REQUIRE}1a-JT S DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: A WAITING AREA MUST BE PROVIDED; 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
THIS AREA NEED NOT BE A SEPARATE ROOM 
BUT MUST BE ISOLATED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES} 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
·FURNITURE: DESK/CHAIRS 
SOFA/SIDE TABLES 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 110 
bubble diagram/user roles 
~--------------------------~ JUVENILE OPERATIONS 
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l 
\ 
I 
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JUVENILE 
CONFERENCE 
INVESTI-
GATIONS 
SECRETARY/ 
RECEPTION 
INVESTI-
GATIONS 
LIEUTENANT 
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150 juvenile conference 
HEIGHT: 8 t -011 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED/VINYL 
FUNCTION: COUNSELLING HITH JUVENILE AND QUARDIAN 
ADJACENCY REQUIREHENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAN 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESKS/CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 112 
JUVENILE CONFERENCE 
INVESTIGATIONS 
SECRETARY 
RECEPTION 
~~ 
~ 
bubble diagram/user roles 
JUVENILE 
OPERATIONS 
~ 
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200 polygraph testing 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
8•-o" 
CARPET 
ACOUSTIC TILE 
ACOUSTIC QUALI'rY (SOUND PROOF) 
A POLYGAAPH OPERATOR CAN SAVE HOURS OF INVESTIGATIVE 
TIME. HE CAN FREQUENTLY PRODUCE ADHISSION OF BACK-
GROUND INFORMATIO~ THAT JUSTIFIES DISQUALIFICATION, 
SUCH AS STEALING FROH FORHER EMPLOYEES, EXCESSIVE 
DRINKll~G, DEVIANT SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, OR SIXILAR pqoBLEMS 
THAT MIGHT NO'r HAVE RESULTED IN ARREST A"N"D CONVICTION. 
PROBLEMS ARISE WHEN POLYGRAPH OPERATOR DETECTS ONE OR 
.. ,., 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: SOUNDPROOF 
SYSTEMS: 
~~- MORE CORRECT STATENENTS 1rffiiCH THE CANDIDATE DEH IES. 
THE RESPONSIBLE DECISION }~B~RS MUST TH~T DETEffi1INE 
\VHETHER TO DISQUALIFY OH THE BASIS OF THE POLYGRAPH, 
OR TO TAKE THE VIEH THA'r POLYGRAPH IS NOT ADMISSIBLE 
EVIDENCE ll~ COUR'r AND THEREFORE SHOULD NOT BE ADMIS-
SIBLE D~ AN: ENPLOYH.E.'NT SITUATION. 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: DUPLEX (DEDICATED CIRCUIT) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: SPARTAN / DESK OR POLYGRAPH TABLE 
2 CHAIRS (POLYGRAPH CHAIRS) 
· EQUIPMENT: POLYGRAPH HACHIHE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
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INVESTIGATIONS 
SECRETARY 
RECEPTION 
'1'15 
150 ·interview 
HEIGHT: 8 t -0 11 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
• FLOOR: CONCRETE 
·CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
TI{TERROGAT IONS AND INTERVIE1tJS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREYLENTS AS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELE.i!ISION MONITORI?~G 
TELEPHONE JACKS 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (i.e. DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
·FURNITURE: SPARTAN ONE TABLE (2x6) 2 CHAIRE 
· EQUIPMENT: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION 
· H.V.A.C.: REqUIRED 116 
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INTERVIEW 
~~~~~)INVESTIGATORS 
'1'17 
administration group 
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175 chief's secy./recept. 
HEIGHT: 8•-0" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPEr 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED OR WOOD 
FUNCTION: SECRETARY IS ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE POLICE CHIEF 
ADJAC~~CY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: SECRETARY REQUIRES A vliNDOW TO SEE OUT 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK (STANDARD SIZE) 
TYPING DESK 
·EQUIPMENT: FILE CABINET 
STORAGE CABINET 
WALL SHELVING (4' 0 11 Xl 1 -6"X7 1 -0 11 ) 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 119 
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CHIEFS SECRETARY/RECEPTION 
CONFERENCE 
SERVICE 
CAPTAIN 
PATROL 
CAPTAIN 
-
CHIEF 
LIBRARY 
ADMllii-
~TRATIVE 
AIDE 
CHIEF'S SECRETARY 
(PUBLIC SAFETY SECRETARY-DEPARTHENTAL NAHE) 
Job Summary 
The position of Public SAfety Secret~ry is 
locAted in the Police ~nd Fire Depnrtments. 
Tasks performed Are gener~lly similnr in 
nnture. Worker functions include v~rlous 
clericnl t~sks of a semi-specialized nnture; 
including typing, sorting, filing, copying 
And recording dntn. The WO't"k involves con-
sidernble contnct with vArious pe0ple nnd 
requires the employee to communicAte with n 
wide spectrum of groups from the general 
public, to privAte business people. 
Duties 9nd Responsibilities 
Datn Collection Rnd Recording: Ex~=tmples t~re: 
1. Records a vAriety of d~ily logs, fire-
runs, policeruns, etc. 
2. Ma lnt~ ins an organized system of -con-
fldentil!!l files. 
J. Compiles Rnd types ~=~ variety of related 
reports. 
4. Maintains A variety of records relating 
to police And fire instruction Acti-
vities. 
5. Gives tests to new Rppllcnnts. 
Administrative Activities: Examples nre: 
1. Issues ~ variety of permits. 
2. Orders uniforms, insignins, etc. 
J. Furnishes insurance companies with ap-
propri.t~te d!!!tl'l. 
4. Maintains cnlendar of appointments for 
ch ier. 5. Pnys nll invoices. 
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CHIEF'S SECRETARY CONTmUED 
6. Rents out parking spaces. 
7. Makes out incident reports. 
8. Calls in off duty firemen in case of 
emergency, from office or home. 
Accounting and Ledger Recording Activities: 
Examples are: 
1. Maintains a record of cash accounts And 
balances each account. 
2. Maintains a variety of records; logs, 
test score reports, etc. 
3. Details out each firerun by time, mile-
age, number of men, etc. 4. Assists in preparation of firemens bene-
fit fund. 
Clerical Tasks: Examples are: 
1. Types a variety of agendas, reports, 
statements, letters, etc. 
2. Takes dictation as required. 
3. Maintains a variety of non-confidential 
files. 
4. Processes time data. 
5. Processes personnel action forms. 
6. Processes paycheck distribution. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of the English V~nguBge in order 
to communicate effectively, orally and in 
writing. 
Ability to read and comprehend ledgers, 
outlines, and other stqndardized material. 
Skill in typing, copying and recording 
various data using correct punctuation, 
spelling, and grammar. 
Ability to observe differences in copy, to 
proofread words or numbers and to avoid 
error in mathematical computations. 
Skill in perfo,-•ming the four- bt:tsic mAthe-
matical operations involving American 
money standards and calculation of non-
metric measurements using a c~lculator or 
a d d in g rna c h in e • 
Ability to attend to the needs and requests 
of the public and to project a helpful at-
titude at all times. 
Ability to carry out common sense respon-
ses; orally, written or in die~g-r•ammr-1tic 
form. 
Knowledge of basic accounting techniques 
and general bookkeeping procedures. 
Knowledge of the procedures for writing 
various receipts, warrants, statements, and 
issuing differene kinds of permits. 
Knowledge of operation of ten-key adding 
machine. 
Knowledge of operation of full-key adding 
machine. 
Knowledge of operation of CB radio. 
Knowledge of operation of teletype machine. 
Knowledge of opert:ttion of dictaphone. 
Other ·significant Facts 
Difficulty of Work: Employee performs t~sks 
acn"~~ing to established procedure. Accur-
acy is at times critical in performance 
of tasks involving calculations. 
Interpersonal RelAtions: Public contqct is 
frequent and often involves face to face 
response as well as over the phone attention 
of needs. Considerable contact with busi-
ness people. 
user roles continued 
CHIEF'S SECRETARY CONTINUED 
Supervision Received: The employee is gen-
erally responsible to the Police Chief or 
Fire Chief. 
Working Conditions: Normal office environ-
ment. 
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225 
HEIGHT: 8 1 -0" 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: CARPET 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: TEXTURED OR WOOD WORK 
FUNCTION: ADMTI~ISTRATIVE PROCESSES INVOLVING POLICE CHIEF 
ADJACENCY REQUIREM~lTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: SHELVING BEHIND DESK (ABOVE) 
CREDENZA MUST BE FULL HEIGHT 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK (EXECUTIVE/CONFERENCE SIZE) 
CRED~iZA 
SOFA (SMALL)-SIDE TABLE 
• EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
chief 
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CHIEF 
PATROL 
CAPTAIN 
ADMINI-
STRATIVE 
AIDE 
bubble diagram/user roles 
POLICE CHIEF 
Job Summat>y 
This is administrative and technical pollee 
work in the direction of all ~mployees end 
activities of the City Police Dep~rtment. 
This is A. ro8jor administr~tive position 
with responsibility for the protection of 
lives ~nd property Rnd to keep And t>estore 
order from violence in the city through the 
supervsion of All police functions. The 
Police Chief is responsible for the efficient 
oper~t ion of the pol ice dep!!!rtment through 
contt>ol of its Bctivlties in t~king me~sut>es 
to prevent crime ~nd protect lives and pro-
perty; through the plAnning of oper~tions 
~nd through thett~eining, ~ssignment, super-
vision And discipline of All depArtment em-
ployees. The Chief periodicelly consults 
with the City Manager in finalizing plans 
end policies to be observed in the conduct 
of pollee operation end, except for generAl 
Administrative direction, he works independ-
ently in carrying out dAy-to-dey Activities. 
Work is reviewed through the discussions of 
problems with the City M~nager and through 
periodic reports And summArizations. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
Within A policy frAmework estAblished by 
the City Commission, in consultAtion with 
the City MAnAger, and with the AssistAnce 
of subordinRte officers, formuV~tes pol-
icies And regulations governing Activities 
of the Police DepArtment. 
FormulAtes ~nd prescribes work methods ~nd 
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POLICE CHIEF CONTINUED 
procedures to be followed by the members 
of the department. Appraises conditions 
of work in the dep~rtment. Takes neces-
sary steps to improve department operA-
tions 
Assumes optimum departmental activity in 
the enforcement of traffic and safety re-
gulations and in furthering programs of 
crime prevention and criminal investiga-
tion. 
Supervises the control ~nd the expenditure 
of departmental appropriations. SQbmits 
annual andmulti-year budget estimates and 
accomp~nying descriptions of needs to the 
City Manager. 
Plans activities of the department with 
respect to personnel, equipment and their 
deployment. 
Approves plans for and gives direction to 
the police department personnel and train-
ing programs. 
Cooperates with state, federal and county 
officers when their activities and the 
activities of the City Police Department 
are mutually involved. 
Attends civic club meetings, school, and 
uther public gatherings upon request to 
explain the activities and functions of 
the police department and to promote a 
strong prevention program for the city. 
Meets with influent ia 1 citizens and 
and groups of citizens to discuss w~ys and 
means to prevent potential riots and/or 
mass gatherings which might lead to vio-
lence. 
· Pe~forms related work as required. 
Desirable Knowledges, Abilities, and 
Skills 
Extensive knowledge of the principles and 
practices of modern police administration 
Pnd police methods. 
Thorough knowledge of the standards by 
which the quAlity of police service is 
evaluated and of the use of police records 
and their application to police adminis-
tration and future planning. 
Knowledge of all Rspects of law enfoT'ce-
ment, including traffic control, crowd 
contT'ol, emergency assistance and related 
activities. 
Knowledge of laws applicable to the juris-
diction, of rules and regulations of the 
depaT'tment, of City policies relating to 
lnw enforcement, of principles and prac-
tices of public administration at the local 
level. 
Skills in police actions of various kinds 
applicable to situations expected to be 
encountered in n municipality. 
Ability to function under considerable 
stress such ns might be caused by 
~25 
POLICE CHIEF CONTINUED 
emergency situations. 
Thorough knowledge of the types And use 
of communication, other electronic de-
vices, and automotive equipment in modern 
police work. 
Ability to plan, lay out and supervise 
the work of a moderate police staff per-
forming varied police operations; to 
delegate authority to develop proper 
training and individual initiative in 
subordinates leading to a more effective 
organization. 
To maintain a high level of discipline 
and morale. 
Ability to establish and mqint~in effec-
tive working relationships with other 
City officials, state, county and federal 
authorities, civic leaders, and the gen-
eral public. 
Ability to provide effective leadership 
within the department. 
Ability to speak and write effectively. 
Desirable Education and Experience 
High school graduate, college b8cc~laur­
eate perferred. Extensive work exper-
ience at a responsible supervisory level 
in law enforcement work; experience de-
monstrating extenHive technical know-
ledge of law enforcement and crime 
user roles continued 
prevent ion wor.lq law enforcement experience 
demonst~~ting le~dershtp, org8niz~tion8l 
8nd qdministrqtive nbilittes. 
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175 patrol captain 
HEIGHT: 8•-011 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED OR WOOD 
FUNCTION: 
RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPERVISION OF FIELD OPERATIONS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREHENT DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK (STANDARD SIZE) 
BOOK SHELF/CABINET 
·EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
bubble diagram/user roles 
PATROL CAPTAIN 
CHIEF 
~ 
'11!:::~ '/ 
\ CHIEF'S 
l SECRE'rAR RECEPTICt 
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175 services captain 
HEIGHT: 8 t-O" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED OR WOOD 
FUNCTION: 
ORGANIZATION OF REPORTS AND STA'riCAL Ftn!C'I'IONS 
RECORDS AND IDEll'riFICATION 
MAINTI!.'NANCE 
COH~IDNICATION 
ADJACENCY REQUIREl1ENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK (STANDARD SIZE) 
BOOK SHELF/CABINET 
·EQUIPMENT: FILE CABINET 
STORAGE CABINET 
WALL SHELVING 
· H.\t.A.C.: RH;QUIRED 
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+-------------------------~ SERVICES CAPTAIN 
1111~=~""' CHIEF'S ~ SECRETARY I RECEPTION 
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150 administrative aide 
HEIGHT: 8 t -011 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEXTURED OR WOOD 
FUNCTION: SECRETARIAL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH AD:rviiNIST'IiATION 
PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRM1 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL {DUPLEX 'RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: DESK/CP..AIR/1 SIDE CHAIR/1 (4:x6) 1"1'0RK TABLE 
· EQUIPMENT: BOOK ON PEDISTAL/1 FILE CABINET 
BULLETIN /CHALI( BOARD 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
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ADNHTISTRATIVE AIDE 
CHIEF 
p ~ ~ 
n 
\ CHIEF'S 
I SECRETARY RECEPTION 
132 
300 
HEIGHT: 8t -O'' 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CARPET 
· CEILING: LAY- IN 
·WALLS: TEXTURED/VINYL 
FUNCTION: 
STAFF Jl'lEETINGS 
ADJACENCY REQUIRENEN'rS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: SOUNDPROOF ~·JALL SYS'rE11 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: CONFERENCE TABLE ( 12 SEATS) 
·EQUIPMENT: BULLETIN BOARD/WHITE HARKER BOARD 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
conference 
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CONFEREl,TCE 
* CHIEF ·~ -.ECRETARY 
I Rl!;CEPT ION 
134 
150 library 
HEIGHT: 8 t-O'' 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
CARPET 
ACOUSTIC TILE 
TEXTURED 
READll~G AND STUDY 
ADJACENCY REQUIREf1ENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT (SUPPLY ADEQUATE LIGHTING FOR READING) 
· FURNITURE: STUDY CARRELS 
ONE CONFERENCE TABLE WITH 4 CHAIRS 
·EQUIPMENT: WOODEN SHELVING 
· H.V.A.c.: REQUIRED 
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LIBRARY 
SECRETARY Jilt~~ HIEF'SI f1ECEPTION 
136 
evidence/property group 
137 
500 
HEIGHT: 15 1 -0 11 - 16 1 -0 11 (*SEE SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS) 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: EXPOSED 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
EVIDENCE STORAGE 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: PROVISION FOR ROLL-AWAY DOOR 
TO OUTSIDE 
SYSTEMS: 
Sl-l!ALL LOCKED ROOI1 WI'rHIN FOR STORAGE LOCKERS 
SHALL WALK-IN ROOH FOR SHELVES 
HIGH SECURITY-REQUIRES STEEL (SOLID) DOORS 
WITH LOCKS 
ROOM MUST BE FIRE RETARDANT 
NETAL SELVES ON ALL EXPOSED WALL AREA 
CENTER WORK ISLAND 
HIGH CEILING-HANGING BICYCLES ON RACKS OVER-
HEAD 
·PLUMBING: DUAL STAINLESS STEEL SINK IN COUNTER ON 
CENTER ·ISLAND 
• ELECTRICAL: DUPLEX (WATERPROOF) ON CENTER ISLAND 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT nr ROOM AND ON ISLAND 
· FURNITURE: NONE 
· EQUIPMENT: SHELVING/SOAP AND TOWEL DISPENSERS 
· H.V.A.C.: CEILING FANS - CONTROLLED TO REMOVE HUMIDITY/ 
NOISTURE - POSSIBLY SOME NATURAL V:B-"'NTILATION 
storage 
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+---------------------------~ EVIDENCE & FROPERTY STORAGE 
~= EVIDENCE HTVESTIGATOR 1 S TECHN ICfAl, 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
'139 
150 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
8•-0" 
SPAR'rAN 
CONCRETE 
CONCRETE 
CONCRETE/CONCRErrE BLOCKS 
FUNCTION: TECHNICAL SERVICES ASSOCIATED 'lt.JI'rH EVIDENCE 
ADJACENCY REQUIRE't-'IENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAG"RAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: N OHE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'rACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOUqESCE'NT 
· FURNITURE: l DESK/1 CHAIR/SIDE CHAIR 
· EQUIPMENT: FILE CABlllETS ( 2) 
· H.V.A.c.: REQUIRED 
technician 
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bubble diagram/user roles 
+-------------------------------~ EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN 
\: 
EVIDE.1'T CE I STORAGE 
/ ~ 
\ 
.f 
"" 1/ 
JNVEST-
IGATORS 
~I 
't' 
;=fl 
] 
INVESTIGATIONS 
SECRETARY 
200 
HEIGHT: 8 t _ O" 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK (DEMISDTG PAR'riON FOR 
FUNCTION: SECURITY) 
STORAGE 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT /IN CAN DESCENT FIXTURES 
·FURNITURE: FLOOR TO CEILING SHELVllfG (3 WALLS) 
GARHENT HANGING RACKS WITH 2 HANGING BARS, ONE 
ABOVE THE OTHER 
·EQUIPMENT: NONE REQUIRED 
· H.V.A.C.: MINIMAL AIR INTERCHANGE 
storage 
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LARGE PROPERTY STORAGE 
\ SALLY 
I POR'r 
143 
25 
HEIGHT: 8• -011 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONCRE'rE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: COUCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: LOCKERS ( 1 KEY) 
SYSTEMS: 
• PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
TWO PERSONAL WITH KEY 
KEYED LOCK 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCI!.11JT 
o FURNITURE: NONE 
o EQUIPMENT: SHALL REFIGERATOR 
LOCKERS (VARIED SIZE) 
o H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
evidence drop 
i! 
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EVIDE.NCE DROP 
Ml ~+----1< 
REPORT 
HRI'riNG 
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bubble diagram/user roles 
EVIDENCE DROP 
II ~~ 
REPOR'f 
HRITING 
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200 
HEIGHT: 8•-0" 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: TILE/FOAM MAT ON SURFACE OF TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
DEVELOPING, PRINT, PROCESSING ( INCLUDlliG COLOR) 
ADJACEHCY REQUIREKEHTS DEFTI-IED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: LIGHT TIGHT/VENTILATION (J..OO% OUTSIDE 
AIR) 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: DOUBLE SINK/GOOSENECK FAUCET 
· ELECTRICAL: 'WATEHPROOF DUPLEX RECEPTACLES 
·LIGHTING: S~FE LIGHTS/FILTERS 
· FURNITURE: CABINETS/STORAGE SHELVES/STOOL 
· EQUIPMENT:. DARK ROOH EQUIPI1ENT FOR BLACK AND WHITE/COLOR 
LARGE TIGHT BOX 
· H.V..A.c.: EXHAUST VENT /CON STANT TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
r.HT<:MH!A T. f,R - 7? W) 
photo lab 
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PHO'rO LAB 
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RECORDS 
RECEPTION 
[ 
.. ~ 
lllVESTIG'\. TION j 
147 
patrol group 
149 
300 
HEIGHT: 8' -0" 
FINISHES: 
° FLOOR : TILE 
o CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
o WALLS: TEXTURED 
FUNCTION:PROJECTION VIEWING ROOl1 
SQUAD OFFICER TRAINING 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMN1TS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: PROJECTION ROOM FOR FILM VIEWING 
AND SUPPLY STORAGE 
SYSTEMS: 
o PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
LOCATION OF PROJECTION ROOH MUST BE 
ACCESSIBLE BY TRAIN D~G ROOM 
A COFFEE BAR OF DURABLE QUALITY l1UST 
BE PROVIDED 
0 ELECTRICAL: AS REQUIRED FOR REAR SCREEN PROJECT ION ROOM PLUS 
DUPLEX RECEPTACLES 
0 LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT (CONTROLLED) 
o FURNITURE: PODIUM (RAISED), TABLES/CHAIRS, SMALL DESK WITH 
PENCIL DRAWER, AND WALL HUNG COUN'rER WITH PENCIL 
SHARPENER 
o EQUIPMENT: PROJECTION SCREEN/SOUND SYSTEM 
CHALK BOARD 
o H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED (HIGHLY CONTROLLABLE) 
briefing 
149 
BRIEFJ1~G 
,~ R1'.10RY 
LOUNGE I 
\ 
bubble diagram/user roles 
'SERGEAN'rS 
SUPPLIES 
- POLICE 
" /F£1.RI\IlTG 
LOCKERS/TOILETS 
150 
150 sergeants 
HEIGHT: 8 t -0" 
FINISHES: 
o FLOOR: 
o CEILING: 
o WALLS: 
TILE 
ACOUSTIC TILE 
TEXTURED/VINYL 
FUNCTION: CLERICAL SPACE 
ADJACENCY REQUIREHENTS DEFTI~ED BY BUBBLE DIAGRi\.1\1 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
o PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
o ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPrrACLES) 
o LIGHTING: FLOURESCE..1if'r 
o FURNITURE: OPEN OFFICE SYS'l'EMS 
o EQUIPMENT: OPEN OFFICE EqUIPt-1ENT 
o H.V.A.C.: Rl~QUIRED 
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SERGEAN'rS 
BRIEFING 
~ ~~ ! 
~ +.....;;o;;;;..~----+ 
SUPPLIES Am'!ORY 
~~~I~""'~ 
REPORT 
WRITING 
POLICE SEHGE/\N'J'S 
------
tTob Summnr:v· 
-------"-
This job is lccnted in the PAtrol Division 
of the Pnlice Dep~rtment. T~e duties 
performed by the employee, in ~ddition to 
patrol duties, Rrc !upervisory in n~ture. 
the employee is responsible for personnel 
o~gnnizetion, motiv~tion Rnd review. The 
officer must possess the Rbility to Ad-
minister depnrtmentPl policy Rnd proce-
dures to implement operntionnl progrnms. 
'I'be type of wor•k necess it~?tes ::~ high de-
gree of errotionnl stnbility, decision-
mnlcing/problem-solving nbility nnd job 
interest. 
Duties n~d ~esponsibilities 
Records nnd Informntion: The employee col-
lects nnd r0lnys infarmntion. Exnmples nre: 
1. Assists in the gathering of informntion 
by: 
R. Exnmining Administrative Bnd oper-
ationAl m::1terials pertienet to the 
orientRtion of the group. 
b. Interviewing previous supervisors 
nnd other police personnel for spe-
cinl informntion. 
2. Assists in conducting the roll cRll 
meeting by: 
n. Checking in nll personnel 15 minu-
tes before duty time. 
b. Mnintnining the time-sheet. 
c. Conducting occRsionnl roll cnl] 
tr•nining clRsses. . 
d. Ornl orient~tion of gnthered infor 
mqtion, including interpretAtion. 
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user roles continued 
POLICE SERGEANTS COWI.'INUED 
e. Assignment and deployment of person-
nel. 
f. Bn king dec is ions or solving probler1S 
arising from tbe question and Answer 
portion of tbe meeting. 
J. Prepares departmentAl operations forms 
and administrative fo~ms, such as: 
::1. JiiVA reports 
b. Offense reports 
c. Arrest reports 
d. Citizen complainto q~ninst the pollee 
e. Police evAluAtion forms and probat-
ionary status reports. 4. Processes, interprets and controls other 
types of information such as: 
a. Interviews and interrogates witnesses 
and suspects. 
b. Bnckgi'OUnds. 
c. Reads, reviews and Approves officer 
reports. 
d. Occasionally may nssist in the gather-
ing cf statisticnl clat::-1. 
Enforcement: The employee performs patrol 
duties in addition to supervisory functions. 
For exnmple: 
1. Patrols by driving from district to dis-
trict, directing personnel as well as 
observing for violations of the law. 
2. Enforces traffic laws and assists in 
trf1ffic contJ~ol. 
J. Responds to dispatched calls relating 
to: 
a. Trnffic accidents. 
b. Domestic quarrels. 
c. Fellonious acts. 
4. Performs searches of pe~sons or pro-
perty. 
). Assists on roids. 
6. OperAtes equipment in the performAnce 
of bis duties ns a police officer, for 
exl'lmple: 
~'~· P.<1trol eRr 
b. HRndgun nnd shotgun 
c. Rndnr equipment 
d. 1Ji~ht sti0l~ 
e. Roller tl'lpe 
f. Brel'lthilizer> 
g. Spotlight, ~ed lights nnd siren 
h. Chemicl'll annlysis kit for testing 
n"l-rcot:tcs. 
, 
Miscellaneous: The employee performs ser>-
vices incidentAl to his normnl duties, such 
l. Ass:tsts Lieutenant on work plnnning nnd 
progrnm evnluntion. 
2. Assists other emergency services in the 
event of a disnster>, nRturnl or mnn-
mflde. For exnmples: nmbulnnce, fire 
depnrtment, civil defense, etc. 
3. Provides escort for funerAls, pn~ndes 
nnd other specinl events. 
l;. Appenrs in court. 
Job Requirements 
Knowledge of the English lnngunge in order 
to write reports utilizing the proper fo~­
mnt nnd punctuntion. 
Knowledge of the English lnngunge in o~der 
to spenk clenrly, distinctly, nnd persunsive 
ly·. 
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POLICE SBRGEANTS CONTINUED 
Ability to solve practicAl problems, deAl-
ing with A variety of concrete vAriAbles 
nnd situations involving little stnndnrd-
izP. t ion. 
Ability to interpret work procedures, se-
quencing operations to be tnken nnd to 
direct others. 
Ability to efficiently, nnd snfely opernte 
equipment. 
Knowledge of police procedures in order to 
sAfely conduct as well ns instruct others 
on: 
n. Searching 
h. Arresting 
c. Investir,ating 
d. Apprehending 
e. Rendering assistance At accidents. 
Abj.llty to organize and motivnte personnel. 
Ability to deal effectively with the public, 
at times withstanding verbnl nbuse. 
Ability to make judgments, based on obser-
vations and to take directive action. 
Skill in interpreting ndministrntive and 
operntional information. 
:~bility to monitor tbe op•?r9ting condition 
of vehicles on the sbift, and to schedule 
necessary repairs. 
Knm,;lede;e of tbe procedures for nppeAr>ing 
in court. 
Knowledge of the City streets. 
Ability to type report forms. 
Other s.ignificant facts 
Difficulty of Work: 
vnriRble situations 
inte response. The 
shift of pAtrolmnn, 
This job conuists of 
often requiring immed-
employee supervises A 
beinc; held Rccountnble 
for their pe~formAnce At 811 times. Also, 
the employee performs tasks much tbe some 
Ps A p~trolmnn on the street. The differ-
inr aspect of this position lies in the 
responsibility for counselling, Assigning 
duties nnd supervising police officers. 
Inter-pepsonl'll Relations: This job mnn-
dAtes A high degree of personAl contAct 
between the employee and the personnel 
directly supervised. Tbe employee is res-
ponsible for directing others with infor-
mntion nnd Assignments, thus necessitating 
the nbility to work well with others. The 
employee mnintRins good public ~elAtions 
throuRh frequent personAl contRcts. Coun-
selling and motivating bring qbout Addi-
tionr-Jl contActs. 
Working Conditions: Inside Rt times Rs 
well ns outside nt times yeAr round. A 
great Amount of riding in o police cor 
is to be expected. 
Physicnl Effort: Normally, little physical 
effort is requi~ed. However, nt times, the 
officer must exert himself or he~self for 
self defense And apprehensive purposes. 
Stnmin~ to exert oneself during these sit-
UAtio~s is imperAtive. The supervisory 
funct1on cound tend to cause stress on 
the individunl. 
Supe~vision Roeeived: GsnerAl direction is 
received from the Lieutenont. There is 
n high degree of policy planning and coor-
dinAtion between the employee Rnd the 
supe~vi:=Jor. 
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200 lounge 
HEIGHT: 8 t -0 11 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
· CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
CARPET 
ACOUSr_p IC TILE 
VINYL/WOOD (DABK) 
BREAK AREA FOR POLICE STAFF 
ADJACENCY REQUIBEMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: N 0111 E 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: DRINKING FOUN'l'AIN /SMALL SINK 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'l'ACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCE':N'l' 
·FURNITURE: COUCH/2 SIDE CRAIRS/DINE1"1'E TABLE AND CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: VENDING }1ACH INES 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
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LOUNGE 
BRIEFING 
156 
1900 
HEIGHT: 10' -011 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: CONCRETE/TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE/TILE IN SHOWERS 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: UNIFORf-1 CHANGE 
SHOWER-UP 
LOCKE"ft STORAGE 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY 
BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: 
SYSTEMS: 
FULL LENGTH LOCI\ERS (WIDE TYPE) 
ISLAND TYPE LOCKER CONFIGERATION 
WITH SEATING ON EITHER SIDE 
CAPACITY (MEN-75, WOMEN-25) 
· PLUMBING: 2-3 SHOWER S'lALLS/2-3 LAVATORIES 
2 URINALS 2 STOOLS (EACH) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
SHOWER DOWNLIGHTS 
· FURNITURE: BENCH SEATING ON LOCKER ISLAND 
· EQUIPMENT: EXHAUST FANS 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED (EXHAUST fAUS TO RE-MOVE DIST~MPED AIR) 
locker /toilet rm. 
157 
LOCKERS/'rOILETS 
bubble diagram/user roles 
BRIEFING 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
EXERCISE 
' 
~ 
.'Tl'A 1"1" 
PA marw 
~58 
250 
HEIGHT: 15 1 - O" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR : TILE 
·CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: SPARTAN 
FUNCTION: 
EXERCISI!~G OF PEflSONNEL 
ADJACENCY REQUI:iEHENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: ADJACENT TO LOCKE'R ROOM 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'rACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCEN'r 
· FURNITURE: WEIGH'r EQUIPMENT, IDHVERSAL MACHINE 
· EQUIPMENT: WEIGH'r EQUIPI·1ENT 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED/EXHAUS'r FANS 
• exerc1se 
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EXERCISE 
LOCKERS/'l'OILE'r S 
160 
75 
HEIGHT: 8•-o" 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: VINYL 
FUNCTION: 
REPOR'r WRITING 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
·ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'rACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: 2 TABLES/WITH TYPING TABLES 
4 CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: DICTATION MACHINE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
report writing 
161 
REPORT WRITING 
RECORDS 
RECEPTION 
!I 
bubble diagram/user roles 
WATCH 
COHHANDER 
SERGEAN'rS 
162 
25 
HEIGHT: 8•-o" 
FINISHES: 
·FlOOR: TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK-DEMISING FOR SECURITY REASONS 
FUNCTION: STORAGE OF MUNITION AND WEAPONS 
RELOADING OF FIREARHS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFlliED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: ALARMED AREA 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
METAL OR STEEL CLAD/SOLID CORE DOORS 
SUPPLY A WORK BENCH AREA 
· ELECTRICAL: SUPPLY BENCH OU'rLETS ON WORK BENCH AREA 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
·FURNITURE: WOODEN WORK BENCH 0~. TABLE (WAIST HEIGHT) 
· EQUIPMENT: WALL STORAGE SHELVING/GUN RACKS (STAND-UP TYPE) 
SECURE CABINET FOR AUTOMATIC WEAPON STORAGE (M-16, 
M-14, and GAS GRENADE LAUNCHERS) 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED - PLUS ADDITIONAL EXHAUS'f FANS AT RELOADING AREA 
~rmory 
Iii 
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A RJVTORY 
bubble diagram/user roles 
BRIE:PING 
SER-
Gfu\NTS 
164 
50 
HEIGHT: 8•-o" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR : TILE 
· CEILING: ACOUSTIC TILE 
·WALLS: TEX'l'URED/VINYL 
FUNCTION: STORAGE OF SHIFr EQUIPHEN'l' 
ADJACENCY REQUIREJ-mNTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: N OUE 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'l'ACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: NONE 
· EQUIPMENT: SHELVES BINS/v!ALL HUNG '\rlALKIE-TALI\IE RECHARGETI. 
GUN RACK. 
· H.V.A.C.: NO'l' REQUIRED 
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bubble diagram/user roles 
SUPPLIES 
=>==<=<===1 
I ' 
+------+-\ '+------+o 
SERGEANTS BRIEFING 
166 
prisoner processing group 
167 
450 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
HIGH OVERHEAD ~ABOVE 10 FEET) 
SPARTAN 
CONCRE'rE 
CONCRETE/EXPOSED STRUCTURE 
CONCRETE 
IN. ONCE INSIDE THE OFFICER AND PRISONER ARE A-
LONE, THE OFFICER REMOVES HIS WEAPON AND PLACES 
IT IN A GUN LOCI-iliR. AT THIS POTitT, ENTRY INTO 
BUILDING TAiiliS PLACE WHEN SECURITY (AUDIO) HAS 
GIVEN CLEARANCE. 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: AREA MUST BE SECURE 
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION 
AUDIO UNIT 
GUN LOCKER AREA 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: RECESSED WALL FAUCET/FLOOR DRAni 
· ELECTRICAL:ONE WATERPROOF EXTERNAL RECEP'rACLE 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT OR SPOT LIGHTING 
· FURNITURE: STEEL WALL HUNG BENCH 
· EQUIPMENT: CIRCUIT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
DRIVE-IN DOORWAY 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
sally port 
168 
SALLY PORT 
PRISONER 
PROCESSING 
bubble diagram/user roles 
DRIVE-IN 
ENTRY 
-!~~ ~ 
u 
' 
v? 
R 
~ 
IT 
n 
IT 
ll 
H 
b t PRISONER 
S1'AGING 
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50 prisoner staging 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
8•-o" 
SPAR'l'AN 
CONCRETE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: PREPARATION FO~ PROCESSING HOLDING SPACE 
ADJACENCY REQUIRE~1ENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: SPARTAN TYPE FURNITURE 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
·ELECTRICAL: NONE 
·LIGHTING: FLCiURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: BENCH 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
III 
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PRISONER STAGING 
PRISONER 
PROCESSING 
J \ SALLY PORT 
I\- I 
:= q l=t J=l = = l:=:=t) 
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150 prisoner processing 
HEIGHT: 15'-0" 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
BOOKING, PROCESSING, AND HOLDING 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMffifTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION MONI'rORllfG 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'rACLES) 
·LIGHTING: HIGH IN TEN SI'rY - FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: NONE 
· EQUIPMENT: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 172 
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PRISONER PROCESSING 
DE'l'ENTIC;-; 
*1:~ ~ ~ 
INTERRO 
GAT ION 
~ -~ ~ WATCH ~ REPOR'l' 
COMHANDER \VRITD~ G 
= • 
\ 
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1t 
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] 
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' 
~ n 
SALLY PORT 
ll ~~=~.Jl 
soBqiE'r 
PRISONER 
S'l'AGING 
TEST IN 
y 
G 
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100 
HEIGHT: 8 1 -011 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONORETE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: 
BHEATHALY'ZER TES'rHW 
sobriety testing 
ADJACE1,TCY REQUIREI'-1EWrS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRM1 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: N O'r REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOURESCENT 
· FURNITURE: COUNTER SPACE 
2 CHAIRS 
·EQUIPMENT: BREATHALY'ZER UNI'r 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUI:::tED ~74 
~==================================================~ bubble diagram/user roles 
SOBRIETY TESTHlG 
PRISONER 
STAGING 
"~ I 
IT 
I ] 
,, LA i 
REPORT 
WRITING 
175 
75 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
· CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
8t -01' 
SPARTAN 
CONCRE'11E 
CONCRETE 
CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
interrogation 
lllTERROGATION CAN BE CONDUC'rim BY BOTH POLICE OFFICERS OR 
BY DETECTIVES. 'fHE PROCESS OF IN'rERROGATION IS HHEN QUES-
TIONTI~G IS DHTIATED BY LA~l ElTFORCEr,IEl'T'r OFFICERS AFTER A 
PERSON HAS BEEH TAKEN HlTO CUS'rODY OR O'rHERHISE DEPRIVED 
OF HIS FREEDOH OF ACTION HT ANY SIGNIF1ICAT,!'r viAY. 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION r10NITORllJG 
TELEPHONE JACI\S 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
• ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL {i.e. DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: FLOURESCEN'r 
·FURNITURE: SPARTAN OHF Tl1.BLE, (2x6) 2 CHAIRS 
· EQUIPMENT: CLOSED Cint:;urr TELEVISION 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
'176 
IWl'ERROGATION 
\ 
I 
I 
' 
~ 
Fe~~ 
PRISONER 
PROCESSING 
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DETENTION 
177 
detention group 
178 
1120 
HEIGHT: 8•-o'' TO 10'-011 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRE'rE/CDNCRE'rE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: PRISONER HOLDING 
detention/16 cells 
ADJACElTCY REQUIREHENTS DEFll'JED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAJ'v1. 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: THE DESIGN OF CELL BLOCKS 
IS GOVERNED BY MINIMUH IN-
SPECTION STANDARD FOR OKk\-
HOHA JAILS AS APPROVED BY 
SYSTEMS: 
THE OKLAHOMA CRH1E COMMISSION 
VISI'rNI.'ION AREA (ONE PUBLIC/ 
ONE PRISONER) 
·PLUMBING: TOILET/LAVATORY EACH CELL 
· ELECTRICAL: NONE REQUIRED 
·LIGHTING: 
· FURNITURE: 
· EQUIPMENT: 
· H.V.A.C.: 
INDIRECT 
DESK CHAIR (JAILER AREA) 
BED (CELL BLOCK) 
BENCH SEATING AT VISI'l'ATION Allf!-:A 
NONE REQUIRED 
REQUIRED 
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VISIT-
ING 
1-/ATCH 
COHHANDER 
bubble diagram/user roles 
DAYHOONS JO'rCHE!~ 
AND 
PANTRY 
CELL 
6 ~..z. ] IN'l'ER~WGATION 
l_·~~.Jt 
PRISONER 
PROCESSING 
180 
420 
HEIGHT: 8•-0 11 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
·FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCKS 
FUNCTION: PRISONER LOUNGE AREA 
ADJAC~~CY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: HINDO\v {SECURITY rrYPE) 
PLEXIGLASS 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: N O'r BEQU IRED 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES) 
·LIGHTING: RECESSED, FLOURESCENT 
• FURNITURE: SOFA, 2 CHAPW, SHALL TABU; 
· EQUIPMENT: CLOSED CIRCUI'r TELEVISION 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUI11ED 
dayroomisl 
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bubble diagram/user roles 
DAYROOJ1 ( S) 
\ DETENTION 
. I 
182 
400 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
8•-o" 
TILE 
ACOUSTIC TILE 
TEXTURED 
DllHNG AREA 
FOOD PREPARATION 
kitchen/pantry 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMEN'rS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE REQUIRED 
SYSTEMS: 
• PLUMBING: DOUBLE SlliK WITH GOOSENECK FAUCET 
• ELECTRICAL!TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEPTACLES, WATERPROOF WHERE . 
NECESSARY) 
• LIGHTING: F'LOURESCENT 
DO~i LIGHT OVER SINK AREA 
·FURNITURE: DINET'rE 
• EQUIPMENT: MICROWAVE, REFRIGERATOR, STOVE WITH HOOD AND 
EXHAUST, AND GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
· H.V.A.C.: '1EQTJIRED 183 
KITCHEN/PANTRY 
\ 
I 
bubble diagram/user roles 
DETENTION 
184 
125 visiting 
HEIGHT: 0 t _ o" 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
· FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: SECURE CEILING 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
VISITING BY PUBLIC, OF PRISONERS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAN 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: SEPARATION OF PUBLIC FROH PRISOHER/vJALL TYPE 
.AS OUTLll~ED IN THE STANDARDS FO~ DETENTION 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
FACILITIES. (LOCK-UP STANDARDS} 
· ELECTRICAL: TYPICAL (DUPLEX RECEP'rACLES) 
· LIGHTING: FLOUJ:lliSCE1'JT 
· FURNITURE: SPARTAN /BENCH 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 185 
bubble diagram/user roles 
VISITING 
LOBBY 
~ ~ 
' 
? 
DETENTION 
186 
75 
HEIGHT: 
FINISHES: 
·FLOOR: 
·CEILING: 
·WALLS: 
FUNCTION: 
8 I- 0 11 
NEOPRENE PADDING 
NEOPRENE PADDING 
NEOPRENE PADDING 
CONFINEMENT/CON'rROL OF HOSTILE PRISONERS AND 
HENTAL PRISONERS 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: nONE 
SYSTEMS: 
·PLUMBING: NO'r REQUIRED 
· ELECTRICAL: NOT REQUIRED 
· LIGHTING: RECESSED SECURITY LIGHTING 
· FURNITURE: NONE 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REqUIRED 187 
bubble diagram/user roles 
P'lDD:E:D CELL 
~~~~~) DE'l'EN'.riotr 
'I 
188 
detention group/alternate 
189 
280 detention/4 cells 
HEIGHT: 8 I -011 TO 10 I -011 
FINISHES: SPARTAN 
· FLOOR: CONCRETE 
· CEILING: CONCRETE 
· WALLS: CONCRETE/CONCRETE BLOCK 
FUNCTION: PRISONER HOLDING 
ADJACENCY REQUIREMENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE 
DIAGRAM 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: THE DESIGN OF CELL BLOCKS 
SYSTEMS: 
IS GOVERNED BY MINIMUM IN-
SPECTION STANDARD FOR OKLA-
HO~~ JAILS AS APPROVED BY 
THE OKLAHOMA .CRIME COMMISSION 
VISITATION AREA (ONE PUBLIC/ 
ONE PRISONER} 
· PLUMBING: TOILI!;T /LA VA'rORY EACH CELL 
· ELECTRICAL: NONE REQUIRED 
·LIGHTING: INDIRECT 
·FURNITURE: DESK CHAI~ (J-AILER AREA) 
BED (CELL BLOCK) 
BEliCH SEATING A'r VISITATION AREA 
·EQUIPMENT: NONE REQUIRED 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 
190 
bubble diagram/user roles 
DE~~EN'riON 
VISIT-
ING 
DAYROm1S KITCHEN 
AND 
PANTRY 
CELL 
WATCH ~ ~~ INTERROGATION 
CONHANDER if ~ ~ It 
PRISONER 
PROCESSING 
191 
75 
HEIGHT: 8•-o" 
FINISHES: 
· FLOOR: NEOPRENE PADDING 
· CEILING: NEOPRENE PADDING 
· WALLS: NEOPRENE PADDING 
FUNCTION: CONFINE~1ENT /CON'rROL OF HOSTILE PRISONER AND MENTAL 
PRISONERS 
ADJACENCY REQUIREM~ENTS DEFINED BY BUBBLE DIAGRAH 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: NONE 
SYSTEMS: 
· PLUMBING: NOT REQUIRED 
·ELECTRICAL: NOT REQUIRED 
·LIGHTING: RECESSED SECURITY LIGHTING 
· FURNITURE: NONE 
· EQUIPMENT: NONE 
· H.V.A.C.: REQUIRED 192 
bubble diagram/user roles 
PADDED CELL 
~~~~~) DE'l'E.N'.rion 
193 
POLICE OFFICER 
Job Summary 
This job is locnted in the Pntrol Division 
of the Police Department. Employee is n 
sworn officer, empoHered with the tRsk of en-
forcing locAl, stnte, ~nd federAl laws. Of-
ficer renders assistance at eme~gencies, n~t­
ural disasters and nccidents. The officer pA-
trols v~rious streets of the city alternative-
ly, thus requiring a knowledge of the city 
streets, alleys, business establishments, etc. 
The employee encounters situntions involving 
much personal contact. 
Duties end Responsibilities 
Records nnd Informtltion: The employee receives, 
dispenses And records much informAtion on n 
daily bAsis. Examples are of such: 
1. Signs in on roster and assembles in squad 
room where the officer receives instruct-
ions f:IS to: 
A. Area to patrol 
B. SpeciAl events taking place 
C. SituAtions or people to be on the look-
out for. 
2. Types departmental forms, reporting on nny 
incident thAt the officer is involved in. The 
degrees of complexity of the report vnries in 
relntion to the seriousness of the offense. 
J. Runs backgroud checks on drive~s nnd ve-
hicles. 4. Assists in tbe booking and pr>ocessing pr>e-
cedures nt the department. , 
5. Gathers pertienet informqtion from people 
involved in an incident. 
6. Appenrs in court to testify regarding nn 
incident. 
user roles 
ENFORCEI{E:NT: 'rhe prim"ry duty of the pn-
trolmnn is enfo~ci~g the l~w. ExAmples 
of such: 
1. Pntrols in districts, ns designRted 
by the wntch commAnder, observing fo" un-
usual or suspicious circumstances. 
2. Performs trAffic control duties AS 
well ns enfo~ces t~Affic l~ws by: 
n. Directs trAffic At speci~l events, 
!.'Icc idents, etc. 
b. Assists strnnded motorists. 
c. Issues wn.rriings ~nd citAtions to 
moto-,..ists. 
3. Enforces ~11 loc~l, stqte ~nd feder>~l 
l 1~W. 
4. Responds to dispAtched C8lls ~elating 
n.. Trnffic n.ccidents 
b. Domestic quqn~els 
c. Felonious ~cts. 
d. Emergency situAtions where Assis-
tqnce is needed. 
5. Performs seArches of persons ~nd pro-
pel"ty. 
6. Pn.trols neighborhoods n.nd business 
n.re!ls. 
7. Pn.rticipqtes in nArcotics, gAmbling, 
liquor ~nd other types of rAids. 
8. Arrests offenders, hnndcuffs n.nd es-
co~ts them to the stAtion where they n.re 
booked. 
9. Utilizes vqr>ious equipment in the pep.-
formnnce of duties, such ~s: 
n. • Pn. t r o 1 c n. 1" 
b. HAnd gun And shotgun. 
c. Mobile rAdio And w~lkie-tqlkie. 
d. Rndnl" equipment. 
e. Night sticl{. 
194 
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POLICE OFFICER CONTll~UED 
f. noller' tqpe. 
g. Spotlight, red lights qnd si~en. 
b. Breqthi.lizer. 
i. Chemical Analysis kit ~CT testing 
n~'~rcot ics. 
10. Checks buildings during non-Active hours. 
MiscellAneous: In Rddition to the above, 
the officer performs assorted other tasks 
such AS: 
1. Administers first aid. 
2. Monitors the operati~g condition of the 
police car, providing routire maintenAnce 
when necessary. 
J. DeAls directly with the public in many 
varying circumstances. 4. Provides escorts for funerals, parades 
and special events. . 5. Assists other emergency services in the 
event of a disaster, natural or mBn made. 
Job _Jequirements 
Yno'i-rledge of the English V"ngunge in order 
to write reports utilizing the p~oper for-
mat and punctuation. 
1\nm...rledge of· the English l~nguqge in or>de-r 
to speak clearly and distinctly. 
\bility to npply common sense un~orstRnding 
to c.~,.,ry out instruction~; f'nr•tdsbed in Rn 
:w:-11 nnd written form. :\lso, th.=: r.'!:liU.t-.,y to 
den] with problems involving many vnriables. 
~bility to correctly, efficiently, end snfety 
cper~1to eqnjpmcnt. 
Ahillty to denl with other3 in n profession-
nl W'•nner. 
:'..bilit~r to vritbst::J.ncl vr::rbGl ~huse. 
Yncn·!ler:c,e of the procorJup(.;~J for: 
n. Conducting n senrch 
b. Arresting nn l~dividuAl 
c. Conducting R preliminAry investt-
gntion. 
d. Tnking chnrge of ~n Rccident, pro-
viding the needed Rssist~nce, such 
ns first nid nnd investlgnting the 
loc<1 t ion for pert tnent i.nformn t ian. 
~billty to remain cnlm during threntening 
si.tuntions. 
Knowledge of p~ocedu~es necessnry foft np-
pearing in court. 
Ability to exercise discretion and good 
judgment in evnlunting nn incident. 
Ability to monitor the operating condition 
of the pntrol cnr, performing light mnin-
tennnce when necessAry. 
~.bility to work quick,ly, but cautiously. 
Knowledge of the city streets. 
Ability to type report forms. 
Othe~ Significant FRets 
Difficulty of Work: This job consist of 
vnr>inble situntions, ~nnging from minor 
trnffic Qccidents to life nnd denth sit-
untions. The employee is held nccountPble 
for ~11 decisions, whether mnde under 
stress or routinely Rrrived nt. The lAw 
enfopeement r-~spect is the prim!:!ry ~'~ren in 
which the employee is engnged. 
Interpe-rsonnl Relntions: The work of the 
police officer involves n grent amount of 
dnily personnl contact. The office~ must 
confer with wuperiors, records nnd dis-
pntch personnel And fellow officers in 
order to be ~dequRtely informed Rbout his 
195 
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POLICE OFFICER C ON'r TIIUED 
job. Also, the officer communicates fre-
quently with the public on ~ one-to-one basis 
as well as with groups of people, often-times 
being subject to verbal abuse. It is imper-
ative thAt the officer be able to deAl ef-
fectively with all kinds of people. 
Working Conditions: The officer works in-
side and outside At times, yenr round. 
Physical Effort: Normally, little physical 
effort is required. Although, at times, the 
officer must exert themselves for purposes 
of self-defense and apprehensive purposes. 
Physical stamina during such situatibns is 
highly important. 
Supervision Received: Work is reviewed 
dnily by the officer's supervisor who moni-
tors reports filed by the officer. General 
direction as well as on the spot supervi-
sion during emergencies is also provided to 
the officer. 
Educntional Requirements: Gradu~tion from 
a standard high school. Additional course 
work in police science, lnvestigntions, crim-
inal lnw and other training in the area of 
law enforcement is preferred. 
1SF 
parking space allocations 
PARKING REQUIREMENTS 
1982 1995~:-
7:00a 8 :30R J :OOp 'Required 
PUBLIC PARKING 18 
Police Business 0 7 7 
Cour>t Business 0 15-:H~ 0 
POLICE PARKING (total) 27 14 20 33 
SqtHld C1=1rs 11 2 ll 
InvestigAtor's CPr>s 5 1-t 2 Supervisor's CRr>s 5 3 3 Animal Truck 1 1 0 
Pickup Truck 1 1 1 
3-Wheeler 4 2 2 Chief's Cnr 0 1 l 
ST1\FF PARKING (total) 17 35 45 55 
P11trol (2 shifts) 17 10 20 
DRy Sworn 0 11 11 
DRy C i v ilia n 0 10 10 
Cou!~t 'Personnel 0 4 !j 
106 
* The 22% increRse :tn populRtion Rnd stqff is Rpp1ied to 19A2 figur>es in or>der> 
to p~oject 1995 estimRtes. 
** TuesdPys And Thur>sdRys only. 
goals and concepts 
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project goals 
PROJECT GOALS: are estnblished by the Architect 
working with the client. These 
are elicited from the consider~­
tions of Function, Form, Economy, 
And Time ••• And their subcRt-
egories. 
199 
project concepts 
PROGRAMMIC CONCEP'I'S: refer> to ideas intended m~ inly qs 
functionql And or>gqnizqtionql sol-
ution to the client's own per>fo~­
mAnce p~oblems. They A~e generql 
or Abstr~ct ideAs gener>qlized from 
p~~ticulAr instAnces. 
200 
goals/ concepts 
FmlCTIONAL GOAL: Provi.de effective securlty to prevent prisoner 
escape And maintAin order within the fncility. 
FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT: Security- classify security in e~ch nrer~ to aid 
in mAintaining order within the facility. 
MAXIHTJH SECURI'rY 
Phys ica 1 Control 
-r--------· 
0 
~ 
11IN DIJUM SECURITY 
Intermittent Staff 
Control 
' I I 
I 
0 < 
HED nnvr SEGUR ITY 
Staff Control 
0 
liT 
UTDIVIDU!\.L -qESPON SE 
Self Control 
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goals/ concepts 
Fll:'ICTION GOAL 
The grouping of services and nativities (i.e. the nrcbitecturnl nrrAngement) 
must be well defined and provide the upmost considerntion for functionnl 
efficiency. 
FUNCTION CONCEPTS 
Activity Grouping: Compartmontized spaces such as Interview, 
PolygrAph, nnd Interrog~tion rooms should 
hnve nllowances for audio Rnd visuRl privncy. 
Service Grouping: MAjor service nctivities 
such as the lobby, pAtrol, 
detention, Administrntive 
groups should be centrAl-
ized with decentrAlized 
links between spnces. 
·-------r 
I I 
I I 
I *=~I======~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
+--------4 
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:FUNCTION GOAL: Encour>age ease of 
police functions within the facility 
by a well defined flow. In parti-
cular the flow of prisoner process-
ing should be well defined and easily 
executed. 
FUNCTION CONCEP'r: FloH definition will 
aide in prisoner processing. Line~r or 
Rndi8l floH pr-~tterns Hill Pcbieve the best 
order for the processing of prisoners. 
FUNC'l'ION GOAL: To insur•e public safety, 
security, and ma int~ in proper order? 
general public should be completely se-
parated from the prisoner both visually 
nnd accoustically. 
FUNCTION CONCEPT: Segregnte the public 
from prisoners completely by means of 
audio and visual barriers (such as 
walls, floors, and spece.) 
goals/ concepts 
LllTE.'\R 
TIADIAL 
FUNCTIOH GOAL: Hale ::1nd Fem11le 
prisoners must be separated both 
visually and accoustically to com-
ply with law enforcement codes. 
FUNCTION CONCEPT: Sep.91'Rtiot1 of 
both male and female prisoners mAy 
be accomplished by means of audio 
and visual barriers (such as walls, 
floors, and spRee.) 
1111~1111 ~ ~ Ill! ! Ill ~ I I II i lflll 
I~~ 11111111 I ~IIi~~ ~I IIIII~ I il 
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goals/ concepts 
FOHN CONFIGURATION GOAL: 1'he building sh ou lc ref lee t n psych olog ic!ll 
environment c ondus i ve to p1•oper pol ice func-
ticns And explore form configuration to ob-
tnin mRximun efficiency. 
FORH COHFIGURATION CONCEf·'r: Use additive forms AS R problen1 solvi11g 
menus Lc the complexity of the police stAtion. 
(This hopefully will Ride police functions Rnd 
evoke this best psycho log icl-'ll envh,onment pos-
sible through the Architecture) 
1.) CENTRALIZED FORB CONCEPT: consist of n numbe1, of second-
Rry forms clustered About dominent, centrRl purent - forms. 
AREA - necord.s, Dispn..tch, Libr>qry, WeApons StoPRge 
2.) LINEAR FOffi1 CONCEPT: 
que n t i 8 11 y in A row • 
consist of forms arrQnged se-
{===·~ 
AREA - Cell Blocks 
J.) CLUSTERED FORH CONCEP'r: consist of forms that <"~-r>e g-rouped 
together by proximity or tho shAring of R common visu.Ql 
trR it. 
AREA - Locker, Exercise 
! •. )GRID FORI<1 CONCEPT: are modulAP forl"ls whose relr~tionship!i nrc 
regulated by three-di~ensicnAl grids. 
'\REA - Investir;Eitionn 
! 
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ECONOMY GOALS 
PHASING GOALS: Building should be economically 
designed with flexibility nnd future expAnsion 
(rlesign today for tomorrow.) 
PHASING CONCEPTS: Flexibility·is a qu"'lity which 
should be explored in every building progrAm 
which is intended to relAte to ch9nging needs or 
which is intended to Rdnpt to future objectives. 
PHASING CONCEPT: Provisions for future build-
ing flexibility should be sought after·,. since 
the police stAtion seeks to relAte to the 
chAnging needs of the public. 
COST CONTROL GOAL: Choose buiiding operationAl 
cost by exploring energy conservAtive meAsures. 
COST CONTROL CONCEPT: Reduce expenditures by 
cArefully choosing building mAteriAls And con-
struction methods. 
ENERGY COUSERVATIOH GOAL: Reduce building 
operationAl cost by exploring energy con-
serv."l t ion. 
ENERGY CONSERVfl.'l'lON COtlCEP'l': Investigate 
nAturAl lighting nnd ventilntion concepts, 
And explore utilizntion of pnssive solAr 
concepts. 
goals/ concepts 
-
-
~ 
EXPANSIBILITY CONVERTABILITY VERSATILITY 
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goals/ concepts 
IHAGERY FORl1 GOALS: The image must clecq.,ly reflect the budr;et (i.e. the t~xp~per 
does not wnnt to put more money into one public service thnn nnother) The entry 
must hnve R sense of orientntion. (client sugr;estions: on ~xis with other community 
fncilities such ns the firehouse nnd new civic center) . 
IM/\GERY FORH CONCEPT: 1\eep simple and direct 
to reflect nn ndequRte not over-zenlous budget. 
SECURITY FORH GOAL: The buildings irnnge 
must reflect a sense of security to th~ 
general public. 
SECURITY FORH COHCEPT: Use soft edge type 
security to reflect security to the gen-
erAl public. 
GREEN 
BUFFER 
SECURITY 
ZONE 
CLIMATE FOill1 GOAL: Cont·rol climate by exterior 
building developement if possible. 
CLU1:\TE FORM CONCEPT: Plan for the ultimAte 
by enhancement of the site by exterior develop-
ment. (LAndscape fentures, which identif_y Rnd 
encournge maximu~ use of exterior AreAs, in-
clude enrth forms, trees, nnd other plRnt 
rnA teri.q ls. 
SCALE FORH GOAL: Use the scale of contexturnl 
forms to relnte tbe fncility to the present 
building frAmework. 
SC!\.LE FORM CONCEP'l': Study present seale of 
3iLB 8Urroundings to Aide in linking the police 
fncilities cbnrncter to its environment. 
·. 
11111111111 lllllllllll~lllllllllllilllllllllllll~llllllllllllllll 
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goals/ concepts 
ECONO:HY GOALS 
Fffi'TD CONSERVATION GOAL: 
using only the necessary 
to provide security, end 
pn. yers dollAr. 
Reduce construction dollar by 
funds on security, bRrdw~re 
minimize WAste of the tAx-
FUND CONSERVATION CONCEPT: To derive maximum benefit 
from each construction dollar funds cnn be saved by 
not overbuilding security. (Funds saved ere more 
eppropriety directed to increasing or improving 
treatment programs. 
DF:'.r arr I ON CELL 
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goals/ concepts 
CONCURRENT TH.ffi GOAL: P-resent design should 
include space AllocAtions for the future, RS-
suming A .constAnt growth pnttern for the city 
of B8rtlesville • 
C01JCURRE1{T SCHEDULING Til'•lE CONCEPT: Plan space 
needs of todAy for todny 1 s nnd tomorrow's needs. 
=h--+-...-t 
FU'l'URE 
NEED 
Pf1E3~N'l' 
HEED 
PHESElJT 
POPULATION 
FUTURE 
PO PULl\ T I ON 
. : 
I 
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statement of the problem. 
i 
PROBLEH S'l'li'rEI-IEHT: 
DESIGl' P11El:I'3E: 
A de[~cription nf' Lhe Cl•it1_c!1l conclH:innn nnd d(;!:d.c;n fiP(~mises 
which hocom0 n ntnrtinG point for schem~tic design. 
The "'":-h.Ltt' ~L:::tement:::: in tor·r1::' of c1enlr,n premise::: !'l·re used 
:;s sL·<w1·l"·1;' to juc115e n desigr1 solut;ion. 
209 
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FU!1CTICt":: 
Fo:m: 
r:concH'::: 
'l' Il'IE : 
statement of the problem 
DtH: l..;r) the f·•c111.t;l(:8 obyL:lllS r·el"lt1.on tot:\':.~ co;-;nr:untty the ce~1te"r 
sbouhl comple;J~.:.:ut :.:.he eni'Ol'ccrnonl· ~·f' tho 1"''.-J 1l:r "unct1.onnl 
corncn:ioncc:, Lhtu nicHnc; tn the pt•otoction of Lhe tnr'1SE: contrnunity. 
Since the plll'fH.;sc: of tho Pollee Fnc:l.lity i3 to <11''intr:dn lr-tlr1 nnd 
order in i.;:~·- : · ·.r.:'1c1td.Ly, tho building !'lnd envi.ronr:"::nL should be ~'~ 
reflection of or'~l'l' '"lt:cl clRl'ity of thr1t puPpose,onc Hhich functions 
vrell in its ccn1tiJLJnity rolqtions obt~ining tho gponte::::t '!lr.Jount of 
effictoncy. 
Sinco the bucl.[:;(:t: i.3 "ldoqunte, but not luxm'ions, V1o c~esit~n r.1ust 
pespond with ::;h:plicHy And directnons. 
Since the Police FAc1lity seeks to relqte to the chl-'lnging needs 
of society ndcHtion~l gt>ovJtb WlJ" be neces:1!1ry, l-'lnd by cr-~refully 
plann5.ng sysLem~1, future expansion C"'n be 1-~l'ently :::1.mplti:f'ied. 
~-~--------
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codes, 
UNIFORM BUILDING CODE 
THE CITY OF BARTLESVILLE CONFORli[S TO THE UNIFORM BUILDING CODE. THE LATEST EDITION A-
VAILABLE IN THE OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY AT THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTU~E IS THE 
1979 EDITION. 
UNIFORH BUILDING CODE 1979 EDITION 
CHAPTER 4 . . . . . • · · · 
l_f- 0 l • • • • • • • • • • • . • 
CHAPTER 5 • • • • • • • • • • 
' SOl • • • • • 
5-A (TABLE) 
• • • • • DEFTITIT I Ol! S 
• • • • • • • GENERAL 
. . . . . . • CLASSIFICATION OF ALL BUILDTIWS BY 
USE OR OCCUPANCY AND G~TIERAL REQUIRE-
HENTS FOR ALL OCCUPANCIES. 
. . . • • • • OCCUPANCY CLASSIFIED 
• • USE GROUP B (SEE SECTION 702), MIDI I-
CIPAL POLICE STATIONS 
CHAPTER 7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • REQUIREHENTS FOR GROlTP B OCCUPANCIES 
7 01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • DEFINITIONS - USE DIVISION 2 
• • • • • • CONSTRUCTION, HEIG,HT, f.tlD ALLOWABLE 
AREA (GENERAL) 
702(a). • • • • • • • 
702(b). • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
703 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • LOCATION ON PROPERTY 
704 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • EXIT FACILITIES 
705 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • LIGHT, VENTILATION AND SANITATION 
706 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SHAFI' ENCLOSURES 
707 • • • • • • • • • • • • SPRINKLER SYSTEMS 
708 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SPECIAL HAZARDS 
709 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OPEN PARKING GARAGES 
709(~). • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••• SCOPE 
709 (b). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DEFTifiTION 
709 (c). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CONSTRUCTION 
7 09 (d). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • !\REA AND HEIGHT 
7 09 (e). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • AREA AND HEIGHT INCREASES 
709 (f). • • • • • • • • • LOCATION ON PROPERTY 
709(g). • • • • ••••••• STAIRS AND EXITS 
7 09 (h) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • STANDPIPES 
7 09 ( i) . • . • • • . . . . . • • SPRINKLER SYSTENS 
709(j) •• • • • • • • • • •••••• ENCLOSURE OF VERTICAL OPENJNGS 
709 { k). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • VENTILATION 
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709 ( 1). . . . . . . . . PROHIBITIONS 
CHAPTER 17 •• . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • REQU IREHE'NT S BASED ON TYPES OF CON-
3TRUCTION 
17 01. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • GENERAL 
17.A('l'ABLE) ••••••••••••• . . . • USE TYPE I, NONCOMBUSTIBLE 
CHAPTER 18. • • • • • • • • • •• . . . • TYPE I, FIVE-RESISTIVE BUILDINGS 
DEFINITIONS 1801. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1802. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK 
1803(a) • • • • • • • •• • • • • • EXTERIOR W.'\LLS 
1803(b) ••• 
1804(a) ••••• 
1804(b) ••••• 
1805 •••••••• 
1806. • • • • • • • 
CHAPTER 18. 
1807(a) ••• 
. . . 
1807(b) ••• 
1807(c) •••••• . . 
1807(d) 
1807(e) 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
• • • • • OPENlllGS IN WALLS 
. . . • • • • • • • • WOOD SLEEPERS 
• • • • • • • • • • • 11EZZANINE CONSTRUCTION 
• •••••••••• 3TAIR CONSTRUCTION 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ROOFS 
• •••••• SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR GROUP B 
• • • • • • • • SCOPE 
• • • • • • • • • • • CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 
• • • • • • • • • • • AU'l'OHATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEH 
• • • • • • • • • • • SNOKE DETECTION SYSTEHS 
• • • • • • • • • • • ALARM AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
. . . . . 
SEC. 1 VOICE ALARM SYSTEM 
SEC. 2 PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM 
A. ELEVATORS 
B. ELEVATOR LOBBIES 
C. CORRIDORS 
D. EXI'I' STAIRWAYS 
SEC. 3 FIRE DEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION 
SYSTDI 
CENTRAL CONTROL STATION 
• • • SMOKE CONTROL 
• • • • ELEVATORS 
1807(f) 
1807(g) •• 
1807(h) 
1807(1) . . . . . . ' . . STANDBY POVJER, LIGHT AND EMERGENCY 
SYSTEMS 
SEC. 1 STANDBY POWER 
SEC. 2 EMERGENCY SYSTEMS 
SEC. 3 STANDBY LIGHTING 
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UNIFORM BUILDING CODE 
• • • • • • • • • • • EXITS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
1807 ( j} . • • • • 
1807(k) ••••• 
1807(1) ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • AREAS OF REFUGE ( COMPARTMENTATION) ALTER-
NATE 
1807(m) • . . . . . . . . . 
CHAPTER 23. • . . . 
2301 ••••••••••• 
2302. • • • • • •• . . 
. . . • • • AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES 
• • • • • • ENGINEERING REGULATIONS-QUALI'l'Y AND DE-
SIGN OF TfE MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 
• • • • • • • SCOPE 
. . . • DEFINITIONS 
DEAD LOAD 
LIVE LOAD 
LOAD DURATION 
2303. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DESIGN METHODS 
2 3 0 3 ( a ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GENERA L 
2303(b) . • • • • • . • • . • •••• RATIONALITY 
2303(c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CRITICAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIVE LOADS 
2303(d) • • • • • • • • • • • •• ~ •• STRESS INCREASES 
23 03 ( e} • • • • • • • • • • • • . • LOAD FACTORS 
23 0 3 ( f) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Cor-miNED WIND AND EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS 
2304. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• FLOOR DESIGN 
2304 (a) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GENERo\L 
2304(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DISTRIBUTION OF UNIFORM FLOOR LOADS 
2304(c) • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . CONCENTRATED LOADS 
2304(d) • • • • ••••• PARTITION LOADS 
2 3 Old e ) • • • • • • • • • • • LIVE LOADS POSTED 
2305. • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• ROOF DESIGN 
23 05 (a) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GENERAL 
2305(b} • • • . • • • •••••••••• DISTRIBUTION OF LOADS 
2305(c) • • • • • • ••••••• UNBALANCED LOADING 
2305(d} • • • ••••••••••••••• SNOW LOADS 
2305(e) • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • SPECIAL PURPOSE ROOFS 
2305(f) • • • • • • • • • •••••.•• WATER ACCU~IDLATION 
2306. • • • • ., .•••.. REDUCTION OF LIVE LOADS 
23 07. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DEFLECT IONS 
2308. • • • • • • • • • . SPECIAL DESIGN 
2308(a) • • • • • • • •••••••••• GENERAL 
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2308(b} • • • • • • • • • • • .• RETAINING WALLS 
2309. • • • • • • • • • • . • • WALLS AND STRUCTURAL FRAMING 
23 09 (a) • • • • • • . • . • • . . • GENERAL 
2309{b) • • • • • • . . • •••••.• INTERIOR WALLS 
2310. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • ANCHORAGE OR CONCRETE WALLS 
2311. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • WIND DESIGN 
2311(a)......... • • • • ••• GENER~L 
2311 (b) . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . • H ORIZ ONTA L WIND PRESSURE 
2311(c) • • • • ••••••••••.••. UPLIFT WIND PRESSURE 
2311{d) • • • • . ••••••••••• ROOFS WITH SLOPES GREATER THAN 30 DEGREES 
2311(e) . . • . . • • • . • ANCHORAGE REQUIRErJ!ENTS 
231l(f) • • • . • . . • • • • . ••.. SOLID TOvffiRS 
2311(g) . . • • . .•..•. OPEN-FRAME TOWERS 
2311(h) . . . . • . . • • • • . . • . . MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES 
2311(1) • . •••.••••.. MOMENT OF STABILITY 
2311( j) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • COMBINED WIND AND LIVE LOADS 
2312 .•••••• o •• o ••••••••••• EARTHQUAKE REGULATlONS (ZONE I) 
CHAPTER 26 •••••••• 
2601 ..••••••.•••• 
2602. . • • • . . • 
2603 •••••••• 
• • • • • • • CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 
• • • • • • • • • SCOPE 
• • • • • DEFINITIONS 
• ••••• SPECIFICATIONS FOR TESTS AND MATERIALS 
2603(a) .•••••••• 
"2603(b} •••.•• 
• • • • • • • • • • • NOTATIONS 
• • • • • • TESTS OF MATERIALS 
2603(c) ••••.••• 
2603(d) •.•• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • CEHE'NTS 
2603(e) ••.••• 
2603(f} ••• 
2603(g} •••••• 
2603(h) •••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • AGGREGATES 
• • • • • • • • • • • • WATER 
• • • • • • • • • • • • METAL REINFORCEMENT 
• • • • • • • . • ADMIXTURES 
• • • • • • • • • • • STORAGE OF MATERIALS 
• • • • • • • • MATERIALS AND TEST STANDARDS 
• • • • • • • • • CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 2603{1) • • • • ••• 2604 ..•••••• 
CHAPTER 33 ... 
3301(a) .• 
3301(b) . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • STAIRS, EXITS, AND OCCUPANT LOADS 
• . . . • . • • PURPOSE 
• • • . • . . . SCOPE 
330l(c) ••.•. 
3301{d) .••• 
. . . . • • • • • • • • . DEFINITIONS 
. . . DETERMDT~TION OF OCCUPANT LOAD 
2'15 
UNIFORH BUILDlliG CODE 
330l(e) •••• • • • • • • • • • OVERCROWDlliG 
• • • • • • • • ••• BENCHES, PEWS, BOOTHS 330l(f) 
330l(g) 
330l(h) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • MIXED OCCUPANCIES 
• • • • • • • • • • • • MORE THAN ONE PURPOSE 
3301 ( i) 
330l(j) ••• 
330l(k) ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • EXIT OBSTRUCTION 
• • • • • • • • • • • POSTING OF ROOM CAPACITY 
• • • • • • • • • CHANGES lll ELEVATION 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • EXITS REQUIRED 3302 •• 
3302(a) 
J302(b) 
3302(c) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • NUMBER OF EXITS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • WIDTH 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ARRANGEMENT OF EXITS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • DIS'rANCE TO EXITS 
codes 
3 3 02 (d) • • • 
3302(e) ••• • • • • • • • • • • .>~EXITS THROUGH ADJOINING OR ACCESSORY 
AREAS 
3302(f) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• ENTRANCES TO BUILDINGS 
3303. • • • • • • • • ••••••••••• DOORS 
3303(a) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.••• GENERt\L 
3303(b) • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• SWING 
3303(c) • • • • •••••••••••••• TYPE OF LOCK OR LATCH 
3303(d) • • • • • • • • • ••• PANIC HARDWARE 
3303 (e) • • • • • • WIDTH AND HEIGHT 
3303(f) • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• DOOF LEAF vliDTH 
3303(g) • SPECIAL DOORS 
3303(h) • • • • • • • • EGRESS FROM DOOR 
3303(1) • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• CHANGE IN FLOOR LEVEL AT DOORS 
3303(~) • • • • • • • • • • • • DOOR IDB~TIFICATION 
3303 ( k) • • • • • • • • • • • • ADDI'riONAL DOORS 
3304. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CORRIDORS AND EXTERIOR EXI'r BALCONIES 
3304 (a) • • • • • • • • • • • • GENERAL 
330!t( b) • • • • • • • • • • WID'rii 
330tt (c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • EEIGHT 
330lr{d) • • • • • • • • • • • •• PRO.TECTIONS 
330!1- (e) • • • • • • • ,. • • • • • ACCESS TO EXITS 
3304 (f) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CHAUGES ll'l ELEVATION 
330ll(g}. • •••••••••••• CONSTRUCTION 
330l~(h) • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• OPENINGS 
3304 ( i) • • • • • • • • LOCATION ON PROPERTY 
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3305. • • • • • • • • • • • • •• STAIRWAYS 
3305 (a) • • • GE'NE~UL 
3305(b).. • • • • • WID'rH 
3305 (c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • RISE AND RUN 
3305( d) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • WINDDW STAIRWAYS 
3305(e) • • • • • • • • • • • • • CIRCULAR STAIR\rlAYS 
3305(f) • • • • • • • • • • SPIRAL STARIWAYS 
J305(g) • • • • • • • • • ••••• LANDDWS 
3305(h) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • BASEHEN'l' STAIR\vAYS 
3305( i) . . . . . . . . . . . . DIS'rANCE BE'rWEEN LANDINGS 
3305(J) • • ••••••• HAND RAILS 
3305(k) • • • • GUARDRAILS (SEE SEC 1716) 
3305 ( 1) . • • . . . . EXTERIOR STAIRWAY PROTECTION 
3305(m) • • • • • • • • • • •• STAIRvlAY CONSTRUCTION - ll~TERIOR 
3J05(n) • • • • • STAIRWAY COHST~UCTION - EXTERIOR 
3305 ( o) • • • • • • • • • • • STAIRWAY TO ROOF 
3305(p) • • • • • • • • • • • • HEADROOl-1 
3305 ( q) • • • • • • • • • • STAIRWAY NUMBERTI~G SYSTEM 
33 06. • • • • • • • • • • • • RAMPS 
J306(a) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• GENERAL 
3306(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• WIDTH 
3306( c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SLOPE 
3306( d) • • • • • • • • • • LANDINGS 
3306(e) • • • • • • • • • • • • HAND~AILS 
3.3 06 (f) • • • • . • . . • . . CON ST~UCT ION 
3306(g) • • • • • • • • ••• SU~FACE 
3307. • • • • • • • • • HORIZONTAL EXIT 
J307(e) • • • • • • • • •• USED AS A REQUIRED EXIT 
3307(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OPENINGS 
J307(c) ••• DISCHARGE AREAS 
3308. • • • • • • • EXIT ENCLOSURES 
3308(e) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GENER!'.L 
3308(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION 
3308 (c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OPEN ll~ GS INTO ENCLOSURES 
3308 (d) • • • • EXTENT OF ENCLOSURES 
3308(e) •••••••••••••• BARRIER 
3308( f) • • • • • • • ~~USE OF SPACE UNDER STAIR 
217 
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3309 •••••• 
3309 {a) 
3309 ( b} • • • • 
3309 (c) 
33 09 ( d} • • • • 
3309 {e) • • • • 
3309 (f) • 
3309 (g) • 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
• • • • • • • SHOI\EPROOF ENCLOSURES 
. . . . • GENERAL 
. . . • • • WHERE REQUIRED 
• • • • • • • • • CON ST RUGT ION 
• • • OUTLET 
. . . . . • • • • • • • • • BARRIER 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ACCESS 
. . • • • • • • • • • • SMOKEPROOF ENCLOSURES BY NATURAL VENTI-
LATION 
1. DOORS 
2. OPEN-AIR VESTIBULE 
3309 (h) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SMOKE PROOF ENCLOSURES BY MECHANICAL VENT-. 
ILATION 
1. DOORS 
2. VESTIBULE SIZE 
3. VESTIBULE VENTILATION 
4. SMOKE TRAP 
). STAIR SHAFT AIR MOVEMENT SYSTEMS 
6. DOOR CLOSING DEVICES 
7. OPERATION OF VENTILATING EQUIPMENT 
8. STAND-BY POWER 
9. ACCEP'rANCE AND TESTING 
10. EMERGENCY LIGHTING 
11. AIR CONDITIONING BUILDINGS 
3310. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • EXIT COURTS 
3310( a) • • • • • • • • GENERAL 
3310(b) • • • • • •••••• WIDTH 
3310(c) • • • • • • • • • NUHBE~ OF EXI'rS 
3310(d) • • • • ••••.• CONSTRUCTION AND OPENJNGS 
3311. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • EXIT PASSAGEWAYS 
33ll(a) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DISCH~RGE 
33ll(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
3312 • ·. • • • • • • • EXIT SIGNS AND ILLUMINATION 
3312 (a) • • • • • • • • '• • • • • • • EXIT ILLUHINATION 
3312(b) • • • • • • • ••••••••• EXIT SIGNS 
3312(c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • ILLUivTINATION OF SIGNS 
3313. • • • • • • • • • • • • • AISLES 
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3313(a) •••• 
3313(b) •• 
3313(c) 
3313(d} •• 
3313(e) 
3313(fJ 
3313(g) • 
3313(h) 
. . 
. . 
codes 
• • • • • • • GENERAL 
• • • • • • o • • • • • • WIDTH 
• • • • • • • • DISTANCE 'rO NEAliEST EXIT 
• • • • • • • • • AISLE SPACING 
• • • • • • • • • • • CROSS AISLES 
• • • • • VOMITORIES 
• • • • SLOPE 
. . • • • • STEPS 
CHAPTER 38. • • • • • • • • • • • • • FIRE EXT TI'l"GUISHING SYSTEM 
3801 (a) • • • • GENERAL 
380l(b) • • • • • ••••••• APPROVALS 
3801(c) • • • • • • • • • • • • DEFINITIONS 
3802. • • • • • • • • • • • AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS 
3802(a) • • • • • • ••••••••• GENE~~L 
3802(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • WHERE REQUIRED 
3802 (c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ALARHS , 
3802 (d) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • PERMISSIBLE OMISSIONS 
3803. • • • • • • • • ••••• STANDPIPES 
3803(a) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • GENERAL 
3803(b) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • WHERE REQUIRED 
3803(c) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • LOCATION OF CLASS I STMJ'DPIPES 
3803 (d) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • LOCATION OF CLASS II STANDPIPES 
3803 (e) • • • • • • • • • • • • • LOCATION OF CLASS III STANDPIPES 
CHAPTER 40 •• 
i~OOl(a) ••• 
400l(b) 
• • • • • • • • • • • MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION ROOMS 
i~ 002. • 
4003 •• 
4 004. • • • • 
4005. • • 
l+ 005 (a ) . . . . 
• • • • • • • SCOPE 
• • • • • • • • PROJECTION ROOM REQUIRED 
• • • • CONSTRUCTION 
• • • • • • • EXITS 
• • • • • • • • PROJECTION PORTS -\ND OPENINGS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • VENTILATION 
• • • • • • • • Gl!.~ER'\L 
4005(b) •••••• • • • • • • • • PROJECTION BOOTH 
4005(c) 
!+ 006. • 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
. . 
t. AIR SUPPLY 
2. EXHAUST AIR 
. . . PROJECTION EQUIPMENT VENTILATION 
• • • • • MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
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population projections 
I. 
Ycr>.r 
19)0 
1960 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1971~ 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
Populntion Projection for the City of 
Bnrtlesville ~nd Washington County, OklnhomR 
PAst Relntionship Between Stnte nnd NntionRl Populntion 
Stnte of1 
OklAhomA 
2,233,3)1 
2 '328 '28ll-
2,559,000 
2,607,000 
2,639,000 
2,667,000 
2,697,000 
2,728,000 
2,771,000 
2,805,000 
2' 8113' 000 
2,892,000 
3,025,000 
United Stntes 
151,326,000 
179,323,000 
203,810,000 
20(),21<),000 
208,23~,000 
209 '859' 000 
211,389,000 
21J,05l,OOO 
214,6C.o,ooo 
216 , I~ o o , o o o 
21C,228,ooo 
220,999,000 
226,505,000 
1 Oklnhoffi!'l 
United StAtes 
II. Proje,9tion of the Populntion of Ok1P_bomn 
Popu1ntion RAtio 
.0111759 
.012984 
.012556 
.012642 
• 012~673 
• 012709 
.012758 
• Cll2804 
• 0~2908 
.012962 
• 013028 
.(11_3086 
.013355 
Over the pRst three decAdes, the populntion of OklAhomA bns risen stendily, 
nnd since 1970, hns increased as A percentnge of the populntion of the United StPtes. 
On the nssumption thAt the (Ok1Ahomn/Untted Stntes) populntion rntio will continue 
to grow throughout the period of the forecAst.by the snme Pvernge nmount per yenr dis-
plnyed between 1970 nnd·l980 (+.0000799 per yenr), the following projecticns cnn be 
mnde of the populAtion of OklAhomn: 
1populntion d~tn for 1950, 1960, 1970, And 1980 from the Census Summnry report for thnt 
yenr. National nnd stBte intercensus populntion estimntes from U.S. BureAu of the Cen-
sus, Cm.,rent Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 876: 11 .'\nnuel EstimAtes of the PopulA-
tion of Stntes: July 1, 1970 to 1979." 
.A 
population projections 
POPULATION PROJECTIONS CON'rTIJUED 
PopulAtion of OklAhom"' Popul"' t ion of 
Yenr United StP.tes2 United St"'tes Populf'lticn Rt~tio = Okll'!homq 
1<)0) 232,880,000 .0137:;;:: 3,203,300 
1<)90 24J,)l3,000 • Oll) 154 3,l.J46,700 
1995 252,7)0,000 • Ol455l+ 3,678,500 
2CJ00 260,378,000 • CH/.J953 3,893,400 
III. PAst Relntionship Between County And Stnte Popul"'ticn 
\.-/R sh ingt on 3 StRte of County 
Ye11r County OklRhom'1 StAte Poeull'! t ion RAtio 
1950 32,880 2,233,351 .01~722 
1960 42,347 2 '328, 28L~ • 01 ,1[.8 
1970 42' 302 2,559,000 .016531 
1971 4l,}JOO 2,607,000 .015880 
1972 41,100 2,639,000 • 015574 
1973 41,600 2,667,000 .015598 
1974 1~1,200 2,697,000 .015276 
1975 42,000 2,728,000 .015396 
1976 42,700 2,7'/1,000 .015410 
1977 43,400 2,80),000 • 015ll72 
1978 
1979 
1980 48,113 3,025,000 .015905 
IV. Projection of the Por:ull'ltion of vlnshington County 
It is Assumed thAt the (County/Gtete) populqtion rntio will continue to fluc-
tuAte Around the Rver~ge of its vnlues displnyed between 1970 And 1980 (.015671). Ac-
cordingly, the follovring projections can be mnde of the populntion of Wqshington County: 
2u.s. BureAu of the Census, StatisticAl Abstract, 1980. The p~ojections nssume q com-
pleted AverAge fertility of 2.1 births per wom~=~n. 
3wRshington County populBtion estimAtes for 1950, 1960, 1970, Rnd 1980 from the u.s. 
Censu .. s Summary report of thn t yeR r 4 County interc en sus poQu 1~=~ t ion est i.rr..R ~e s frQm u s Burel'l\4 of the Census, Current Popu.LRtton Reports Series P-26 Ixios. 21r 1 1 1~ 7~-j6, 
nnd 71:1-36, "EsttmRtesof tbe PopulHtlon of Oklnllor~R Count1.es ~nd hetropo!i !f~ Kress. 
B 
population projections 
POPUU\.TION PROJECTION CON'rJNUED 
Ye8r 
l9GS 
1990 
1995 
2000 
StB te of 
OklAhomA 
3,203,000 
3,4L16,700 
3,678,500 
3' 89 3, 4 00 
Coun!Jy 
StAte PopulAtion RRtio 
.015671 
.015671 
• 015671 
.015671 
l,Jqsbington 
County 
50' 199 
5L! '013 
r'~, 61·6 
::J I ' 4 (,1' 013 
V. Pnst RelAtionship Bet .... Teen City r-tnd County Popul!'ltion __ 
Yer-tr 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1973 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1980 
City of L 
BArtlesville l 
19,228 
27,893 
29,683 
28,992 
29,388 
29,715 
29,917 
31-t,568 
V!Ashington CitJ: 
County County 
32,880 
42,3L~7 
42,302 
/_~ 1, 600 
!~2,000 
t,2,700 
43,1~00 
1~8,113 
VI. Projection of the PopulAtlon of BArtlesville 
PopulAtion 
.58!1793 
.6)8677 
.701693 
• ~96923 
. 99714 
.695902 
.689332 
.71e475 
Rr-) t to 
The populAtion of BArtlesville exhibited A t~end of increqse both num-
. ericqlly And r-ts A percentnge of the populAtion of Wr-tshington County between 1970 
and 1980. On the Assumption tbr-tt this trend will continue throughout the period 
of the forecAst At An AnnuAl increAse in the (City/County) populAtion of +.001678 
per yeAr, the following projecttons cAn be mAde of the populr-ttion of the City of 
Bart 1 e s vi 11 e : 
~BArtlesville population estimqtes for 1950, 1960, 1970, nnd 1980 from U.S. Cen-
sus summary for that yc"r· 'Intercensus pcpulntion estimqtes from U.S. Burequ of 
the Census, Cuprent Populntion Report~, Series P-25, Nos. 681~, 775, 81:9, "Popu-
lntion Estimates for Counties, IncorporAted Plqces qnd Mino~ Civil Divisions in 
0\clnbome." 
·c 
• 
population projections 
POPULATION PROJECTION CON'riNUED 
19f55 
1990 
1995 
2000 
w~shington 
County 
:)O, 199 
54,013 
57,646 
61,013 
Cil;y _ 
Co_U_!l ty Popu1Rtion Rntio 
.726866 
-735257 
. 74 361,8 
• 752039 
Hote: ~t~t1sticn1 d"!tf'1 prAprtr-r:!d by 
DP. Edvi~rd H. Lahnep 
P1·incipnl PPoject Ccl()l'C~i.nl'ltor 1-1nd Dntr1 '\nAly3t 
Supvey Re8er~rch Lnbor~tor•y 
UiJive-rsH.y of Illtnoir:, Ur•hnnP, 
Cit;y of 
B~rt1esville 
D 
standards for lock-up facilities 
LOCKUP F!\CILITY STANDARDS 
1. Arrest and commitment papers must be verified. 
2. Prisoner must be seArched during admission. 
3. Prisoner's property ~ust be inventoried And n receipt given for property tnken 
from prisoner. 
4. Medical screening must be accomplished. 
· S. First aid kit must be nvnilnble. 
6. Two completed loc~l or collect telephone cnlls must be nllowed nnd documented. 
7. Clenn bedding and personnl hygiene items must be provided. 
8. Shower fAcilities must be svAilnble. 
9. Continual supervision must be provided by pnid employee. 
10. Documented hourly visunl site checks must be nccomplished. 
11. Prisoners must be sepnr~ted, with no visuql contnct, bet~een sexes and ndults 
and juveniles. 
12. The facility shall comply with leenlly required stnte Pnd locnl sanitation ~nd 
health codes nlong with reasonably acceptnble snfety precnutions. (Obviously 
haznrdous situAtions thnt would easily allow nn inmPte to injure him/herself 
and others. ) 
1). Prisoners must be provided three ndequnte menls during posted meAl times. 14. Minimum Fire Safety Requirements: 
a) ~utomatic Smoke Detection 
The number And spncing of individual detention devices shnll be determined 
by the St8.te Fil:"e Hnrshal. 
b) Bedding 
Polyur•ethAne foRm mP.ttresses, pnds, r'lnd pillows nl"e stl"ictly p1"ohibited. 
Cotton mattresses thAt ~re certified fil"e l"Btnrdnnt nre recommended. 
c) Emergency Lighting 
ERch fAcility shall have, qt lenst, D h"nd l"ntel"n qnd two two-cell 
flashlights in oper~ting condition nnd locqted in the immediAte lockup 
qrea. 
d) Supervision of inmAtes 
Jailer posts shAll be locRted nnd stAffed close enough to the lockup 
AreR to permit officel"s to henr nnd l"espond promptly to cRlls for help, 
AVoid disorders nnd ~espond quickly to emergencies. 
E 
standards for lock-up facilities 
LOCKlJP F't\C ILI'rY STANDARDS CON'r ll1UED 
e) Exits 
There must be designated exits in the fPcility thqt permit prompt evAcu-
ntion of inmAtes Rnd stqff in Rn emergency. The StRte Fire MArshAl shAll 
determine if the exit fAcilities Pre Rdequqte. 
15. A system must be established And mAintnined which will ensure cleAn clothing 
for inmn.tes held over 72 hours or As required. 
standards for lock-up facilities 
LOCKUP FACILITY STANDA:1DS COU'l'INUED 
3ELEC'rED ACA "ESSEH'riAL, FBY::.llCAL PLAN'l'" .TAIL S'I'ANTm.FWS 
2- )109. 
2-5llC. 
2- )lc:5. 
2-5126. 
2-5127. 
2- )lc~e. 
2-5137. 
2-51~11. 
"The intake/booking Rnd rele~:~se AreR ••. b~s th~) following components: 
Sally Port, Shmrer Fqcilities, P~ivnte Interview Sp~ce, Tompornry 
F ldl't1r.' noor1n 'l'c·l'let<• '·T""h nqol''1" II ~- l 0 l_j !. \ '·,;:;. ' I i ~;J ' 1!~ ,- l..l _L.Jf L..J L ~) , •• e 
2-5138. "All cells ••• (shall) bnve, r-~t A minimtm: 
70 squnre feet Jf floor spAce 
n toilet, W8sb bn~lin, And drinking w."1ter 
shower fAcilities 
Hot Rnd cold runninR wnter 
n bed, writing surf~ce, clothes hooks, And A stool 
nnturRl light 
ArtificiAl light adequnte for rending 
n ir c ir~L1 l8 t ion 
normal temperatura ~ne noise levels. 
t 
'' ... mnles Bnd femnles ... (sbf1ll be) sepArAted visu~1lly Find nccousticRlly." 
"SpRee oLltside the cell or room is pr·ovidcd fo~ inrn'OJte exercise." 
"Hhen the fncility provides food services, the ld.tcben b<1s "~ minimum of 
200 sqLwre feet of flcor spnce." 
"Consistent with the size of the fRcility, spnce is provided for Admin-
istl•At..ion, professicnl'11, And clericnl str1ff •••• " 
'''l'bere is !'It lenst one multipurpose room nvAilllblo fo1• inmAte t'lctivities •• " 
"All cells ... arEJ designed fo-r> single-occupt1ncy only." 
"'l'here is a dAy 1•oom for each cell block or detention room cluster. The 
'l'hc room bn.s A min irnum of 35 squ!:lr•e feet of floor sp!"lce per inmAte ••• " 
G 
standards for lock-up facilities 
LCCKUP F'ACILI'l'Y srrANDARDS CONTINUED 
SELEC'fED ACA 11 JviANDATORY" FACILITY-RElATED JAIL S'l'ANDARDS 
2-)120. 11 'l'here are r.t le"lst tHo identifiable (emergency) exits in eAch inm~te· 
housing l'lrert ••• " 
2-5171. "('l'here shAll be) f-lrouncl-the-clock supe-rvision of All inm~tes ••• " 
2-)261. " .•• medicAl screening (shAll) be perfo-rmed by heAlth-t-rAined stAff on 
All inmates upon nrrivnl nt the fncility ••• 11 
2. ) 
3. ) 
~~ . ) 
5. ) 
6. ) 
7. ) 
8.) 
9 • ) 
10. ) 
11.) 
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